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Executive Summary

When research for this report was first initiated, it was intended to answer a narrow
question: is abortion care restricted at historically Protestant hospitals in the U.S.
South? Strict limits on access to abortion at Catholic hospitals—and the ways in
which this can obstruct and delay even emergency medical care—are already well
documented in legal and medical literature and news media. In contrast, restrictions
at Protestant hospitals have not been extensively studied and are not well understood.
Our research sought to fill this gap in knowledge. We focused on the U.S. South
because Catholic hospitals are less concentrated in the South than in other regions
(especially the Midwest and Pacific Northwest), leaving Protestant hospitals to play a
potentially larger role in the delivery of medical care.

Through intervie s ith hospital administrators, religious leaders, and medical
providers, e discovered that restrictions on abortion care at historically Protestant
hospitals in the South are pervasive. Over the course of our research, ho ever, our initial
narro focus expanded to incorporate t o additional findings. First, e learned that
these Protestant hospitals’ relationships ith their founding denominations are not as
historical as e originally expected. In fact, e established at least 17 cases in hich
religious organizations still appoint, nominate, or approve members of health system or
hospital boards of trustees. Other systems require trustees to be members of particular
denominations. These boards are tasked ith making major financial, ethical, and
medical decisions for the hospital systems.

Is abortion care restricted at historically
Protestant hospitals in the U.S. South?

Second, e learned that in addition to Protestant hospitals, abortion care is also
restricted at many secular hospitals (including public hospitals) across the region for a
variety of reasons. This latter finding is especially important given that the right to legal
abortion is no directly in the crosshairs at the Supreme Court. Should Roe v. Wade be
hollo ed out or overturned, most Southern states ill likely ban abortion, shuttering
freestanding abortion clinics. This ill make hospital restrictions on abortion even more
significant, as patients facing serious pregnancy complications or underlying health
conditions, such as cancer, ill no longer have any legal alternative for abortion care
in their state. Instead, they ill be at the mercy of not just state abortion la s, but also
hospital policy restrictions at Catholic, Protestant, and many secular facilities.
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he key findings of our report are:

1

Abortion is restricted
at Protestant hospitals

Abortion restrictions at Protestant hospital systems in the South are ubiquitous. The
massive Baylor Scott & White system in Texas— hich “[i]f its service area ere a state,
it ould be the eighth largest, providing care to a population larger than that of Georgia”1
—is one of numerous systems that e confirmed strictly regulated abortion.
While all hospitals in theory permit abortion hen a patient’s life is in danger, ho this
exception applies in practice can vary. For example, one doctor ho orked at a Baptist
hospital in Kentucky told us that patients ere frequently transferred to other facilities
if their ater broke before their pregnancy as viable, but they ere not yet clearly
infected, because this ould not count as a life-threatening emergency. Hospital policies
differ ith regards to hether they allo abortion to protect a patient’s health, in the
case of pregnancy resulting from rape or incest, or for severe fetal anomaly.

2
3
4

Health systems are
not just “historically”
Protestant

Abortion is restricted
at secular &
public hospitals

Many Protestant &
secular hospitals use
abortion committees

Many large Southern hospital systems continue to maintain close, sometimes formalized
ties ith religious organizations, such as state Baptist conventions or Methodist
conferences. These religious organizations often elect a portion of the systems’ board
of trustees. For example, the board for the Baptist Memorial Health Care system is
elected one-third each by the state Baptist conventions for Arkansas, Mississippi,
and Tennessee.

While our research focused on Protestant facilities, a number of medical providers
reported to us through surveys and intervie s that abortion is restricted at many secular
hospitals in the South. Providers suggested that these policies could be motivated by a
variety of factors, including state la s, funding restrictions, the religious or moral beliefs
of hospital boards or administrators, or social pressure from the larger community. As
one doctor orking at a public facility put it, “if the hospital decided to do abortions
there and people kne about it, there ould be public outrage.” Another said her
academic hospital limited abortion because of “sitting anti-choice members” on the
board of trustees.

Our last finding applies to both religious and secular facilities. We discovered that many
hospitals in the South here abortion is restricted use specialized abortion committees
to evaluate doctors’ requests to perform a pregnancy termination. These committees,
hich ere common in the pre-Roe era, are often assumed to have vanished. In fact,
e found that they still exist in a number of institutions today, including Protestant and
even some public hospitals. Committees may be comprised of OB-GYNs, other medical
providers, attorneys, and—in some religious hospitals—faith leaders.
For example, at Baptist Health System facilities in Texas, medically indicated abortions
are evaluated by an “ad hoc committee” consisting of t o obstetricians and the facility’s
Director of Pastoral Care or Staff Chaplain. One doctor told us that at the public hospital
in Texas here she orked, doctors ho ant to perform an abortion because of
medical indications have to seek approval from a committee made up of high-level
administrators ho are “not even OB-GYN physicians.”
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Thus, our research reveals that access to abortion, including during medical
emergencies, is even more severely curtailed than already-restrictive state la s
might suggest. Layered on top of legal limits are policies implemented by hospital
systems, both large and small. These restrictions on abortion care are commonplace
at Protestant-affiliated hospitals throughout the South and have been implemented at
many secular hospitals as ell.
The report contains additional sections discussing policies on gender-affirming care
at Protestant hospitals and the impact of refusals of care by individual providers. It
concludes ith recommendations for ho various actors might take steps to mitigate the
harms of hospital abortion restrictions. While these recommendations include legislative
solutions, such as la s eliminating the right to refuse care during an emergency, e
recognize that such bills ill be extraordinarily challenging to pass in most Southern
states in the immediate future. Therefore, e also give some modest suggestions for
ho doctors can ork inside hospitals to expand access to care, ho advocates and
faith communities can lobby for improved hospital policies, and ho patients can learn
about and attempt to prepare for any restrictions at their local religious and secular
hospital systems.

Our research reveals
that access to abortion,
including during medical
emergencies, is even more
severely curtailed than
already-restrictive state
laws might suggest.
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Introduction
his report by the Law, Rights, and Religion Project provides a detailed assessment,
with firsthand narratives, of how both religious and secular hospitals across the U.S.
South restrict and deny even medically indicated abortion care. he findings are timely
given that, nearly fifty years after the Roe v. Wade decision, the right to legal abortion
in many states now hangs by a thread.2 As we show, hospital abortion policies can
result in delays or refusals of care to patients facing premature labor, other medical
complications, such as underlying conditions that make pregnancy dangerous, or
serious fetal anomalies. So long as Roe remains law, at least some patients turned
away from hospitals may seek services at private abortion clinics.3 If Roe is overturned,
however, clinics in entire regions of the country will close, and there may no longer be
any legal alternative when hospitals deny care. hus, understanding and addressing
hospital abortion restrictions will be all the more essential.

In addition to describing how abortion is restricted in hospitals, this report ill also
consider why it is restricted. In the case of religious systems, e ill detail ho many
hospitals founded by Protestant churches—often thought to no be religious “in name
only”—have in fact retained important ties to religious organizations that are strongly
opposed to abortion. In a fe cases, e uncovered that religious organizations legally
bound hospital systems into retaining abortion restrictions – for example, as a term
of affiliation or sale. More commonly, religious organizations play a role in selecting
members of hospital boards of trustees, ho are in turn responsible for all significant
hospital policies.
In the case of secular institutions, the reason for restrictive abortion policies vary, and
are sometimes obscure. Several state legislatures have legally prohibited abortion at
public hospitals. 4 Doctors in some facilities attribute their hospital’s policies to antiabortion administrators or boards, fear of losing public or private funding, or a more
general cultural climate of hostility to abortion. A fe people e intervie ed described
a kind of fusion of religion and medical practice in their hospitals, religious or secular,
especially hen it came to the issue of abortion. Dr. Debra Stulberg, a leading researcher
of religious medical restrictions, told us: Protestantism “is oven into the fabric of
American culture so deeply that it’s hard to distinguish bet een making a religious
argument and just saying ‘ e don’t do elective abortions here.’”

“[Protestantism] is woven into the fabric of
American culture so deeply that it’s hard
to distinguish between making a religious
argument and just saying ‘we don’t do
elective abortions here.’”
Dr. Debra Stulberg

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has stated that in emergency
situations, medical providers have an obligation to provide “medically indicated and
requested care regardless of the provider’s personal moral objections.”5 This standard
is being disregarded at far too many hospitals. Whether a restrictive policy is due to
religious rules, boards of trustees, la s, culture, or some other factor, the impact on
patients is largely the same: the care they receive prioritizes opposition to abortion
above best medical practice and the patient’s o n religious and moral values and
decision-making.
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Background Information
On his Report

This report is the result of a t o-year research project involving intervie s ith
hospital system employees, medical providers, affiliated religious institutions, and local
advocates. More detail on our methods can be found at the end of the report. To protect
their privacy, e have anonymized the names of almost all healthcare providers quoted
in the report, as ell as the institutions here they currently or previously orked. While
our research focuses on the South, defined broadly, 6 many of our findings are relevant
to Protestant and secular hospitals across the country. Thus, e have included some
especially po erful stories collected from medical providers outside of our geographic
focus area. An appendix at the end of this report includes detailed information about the
abortion and governance policies of each Protestant system that e studied.
The La , Rights, and Religion Project issued a report in January 2018 called Bearing
Faith: he Limits of Catholic Health Care for Women of Color, in hich e documented
ho pregnant omen of color in many states are more likely than hite omen to give
birth at Catholic hospitals, and are therefore at greater risk of being deprived of a range
of reproductive health services under Catholic policies.7 Bearing Faith did not find,
ho ever, that omen of color ere overrepresented as patients at Catholic hospitals in
the South, here Catholic systems are generally less prevalent. This led us to question
hat reproductive health services are offered at Protestant facilities in that region—and
eventually to rite this report.

A recent study found
that a nationwide ban on
abortion would lead to a:

21

%

in rease in the number
of pregnan y-related
deaths overall

33

%

in rease in the number of
pregnan y-related deaths
among Bla k women

Because e found the relationships bet een health systems and Protestant
denominations in the South to be so complex, this report focuses on descriptive rather
than quantitative information. For example, even attempting to offer a clear number
of “Protestant hospitals” in the South begs the question— hat counts as a Protestant
hospital? We encountered health systems here the entire board of trustees is selected
by religious institutions, systems here no members are selected by religious institutions
but they are required to be people of faith, and systems here some board members are
selected by a nonprofit foundation hose o n board is, in turn, selected by a religious
institution. Rather than attempting to quantify such ide variations in policy, e have
opted instead to focus on the substance of these relationships.
While e did not specifically assess the impact of Protestant hospital restrictions on
omen of color in this report, ample research has established that omen of color
across the country are more likely to encounter barriers to reproductive healthcare. 8
Black omen in particular are three to four times more likely to die from pregnancyrelated causes than hite omen. 9 Because abortion is less medically risky than
childbirth, one recent study found that a nation ide ban on abortion “ ould lead to a
21% increase in the number of pregnancy-related deaths overall and a 33% increase
among Black omen.”10 These underlying disparities in health access and outcomes
make it all the more urgent to study denials of abortion care in the South, here more
than half of the Black population in the U.S. lives.11
We should also note that much of the research for this report as done prior to the
passage of S.B. 8 in Texas, hich as of this riting has banned nearly all abortions in the
state ith no exception for pregnancies resulting from rape or incest, or in cases of fetal
anomaly.12 Any information e offer on abortion care at hospitals in Texas is intended to
convey systems’ policies in place even before S.B. 8 became effective, and e assume
that all hospital facilities in the state are in compliance ith that la .
Finally, t o quick notes on the terminology used in this report. First, e ackno ledge
that differentiating bet een “elective” and “therapeutic” or “medically indicated”
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abortion is largely, as one article in the AMA Journal of Ethics put it, a “moral judgment
dressed up as medical judgment.” 13 Thus, these terms are used throughout only to
explain existing hospital policies on abortion rather than as normative descriptors.
Second, e ackno ledge that people of all genders need abortion care, and thus use
the term “patient” to describe those seeking abortion. Ho ever, e have not changed
any quotations from hospital administrators or ritten policies that refer to patients as
“ omen” or “mothers.”

On Abortion in
Hospital Settings

Only about four percent of all abortions in the U.S. are performed in a hospital setting.14
This is due to a variety of factors, including that abortion is highly stigmatized and
is generally not a profitable procedure for hospitals. The vast majority of abortions
are instead performed at dedicated reproductive health clinics. When an abortion is
performed at a hospital, it is typically because there is some medical indication to end
the pregnancy, either because the patient’s life or health is at risk or because the fetus
has severe anomalies. In fact, because some medical providers define an abortion as the
voluntary termination of a pregnancy, not all providers ould even deem a pregnancy
termination in the context of a serious medical complication to be an “abortion.”
Nevertheless, for clarity e have decided to call all pregnancy terminations “abortions”
in this report, hether or not they are medically indicated.
Thus, hospital rules that restrict abortion mainly impact patients ith pregnancy
complications. These may include patients ith underlying medical conditions that make
pregnancy risky (such as kidney disease or blood disorders), patients hose ongoing
medical treatment (for example, radiation therapy) may interfere ith a pregnancy, or
pregnancies ith severe fetal anomalies. Such patients may have medical conditions that
make them unable to be safely treated at an outpatient clinic.
Many doctors e spoke to specifically mentioned the impact of abortion restrictions
on patients hose ater breaks prior to fetal viability (approximately 24 eeks). In
the absence of hospital restrictions, the question of hether, hen, and ho to end a
pregnancy in such circumstances ould be left to the doctor and patient. Depending
on the specific circumstances, some patients may choose to continue the pregnancy,
despite a risk of maternal and fetal complications. In other cases, patients may ish
to end the pregnancy to avoid such risks. In hospitals here abortion is only allo ed
in immediate, life-threatening emergencies, ho ever, doctors may have no choice
but to ait until such a patient becomes ill or suffers an infection in order to perform
the procedure. For example, Dr. Jamila Perritt, president and CEO of Physicians for
Reproductive Health, explained:
“I have colleagues that have expressed concerns their patients were not getting appropriate care
because they were in religiously affiliated institutions…One particular patient who stands out
whose water broke at 20 weeks. Typically in this case, we review options for care as well as the
risks and benefits of each with the patient so that they can make the most informed decision.
In this case these risks include an increased risk for infection, hemorrhage, and other outcomes
that could put the pregnant person’s life at risk. But, this isn’t what happened for this patient.
The providers only discussed one option – remaining pregnant. This person, my colleague,
called me on my personal cell phone because we had been in training together and we’ve known
each other for years and she said, ‘This is bad, this is malpractice. No one at all will even discuss
an abortion with her and I’m afraid if I bring it up I’ll be penalized for even talking about it
given the environment I’m practicing in.’” 15
Similarly, in response to a survey question about hether medical providers had ever
treated a patient ho had been “transferred or turned a ay from an institution that
refused to provide a service on religious or moral grounds,” a doctor at a public hospital
in Texas explained that she had seen patients hose ater had broken before viability
“becoming septic”—a life-threatening emergency caused by the body’s response to an
infection—“but refused termination services because the fetus still had a heartbeat.”
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And a doctor ho had orked at hospitals both in and outside of the South told us that
hen a patient is 19 eeks pregnant “and their ater breaks but there’s still a heartbeat,
lots of hospitals on’t intervene…even though that can be dangerous and lethal. And
then the patient doesn’t kno that they’re not intervening…so they don’t even kno to
ask to be transferred.”
In other cases, strict limits on abortion care can impact patients’ treatment for ongoing
serious medical conditions. For example, one doctor orking in a publicly affiliated
facility in the Mid est, outside our focus area, told us of a patient ho as denied both
an abortion and, she suspected, the best possible treatment for her cancer because
of the hospital’s restrictive policies. The patient, ho had acute leukemia, anted to
end her pregnancy, but her treating oncologists rote in her medical chart that her
pregnancy ould not have any impact on her cancer care.
“Because that was in her medical chart—that treatment was not going to change—it meant
that from the hospital’s perspective she didn’t have a medical indication for termination of
pregnancy. And we do not do elective terminations at our hospital.
We tried almost everything to get her the care she needed. She was deemed too sick to transfer to
another hospital that would do that procedure and she essentially remained in the hospital for
weeks being pregnant. She ultimately got a spinal abscess that caused quadriplegia, and she was
still not allowed to have a termination…
She eventually miscarried at 17 weeks, which was about eight to nine weeks from her initial
admission to the hospital. A miscarriage at 17 weeks is more difficult on the human body than
an abortion at eight weeks. So that was unfortunate and difficult and frustrating…
Talking to some of the consultants on the side, some of them did feel like her [leukemia] care
would change [if she weren’t pregnant]. They could try different treatments, they could do the
same treatments but do it more aggressively and they wouldn’t have to worry about fetal effects
or anything like that…[but] our hospital has to report…how many abortions are done at that
hospital and they try their hardest to make that number zero.”
As this report sho s, doctors in many hospitals—not just religious but also some
secular facilities—are constrained under formal or informal policies in hat care they
can provide. This can lead to delays as physicians are forced to consult ith hospital
administrators or abortion committees, transfer patients to alternate facilities, or even
ait until a patient gets sicker to provide care.

On Religious Denials
of Care: Is this Legal?

The federal government and nearly every state have passed la s offering some
protection to medical providers—including both individual doctors and entire medical
systems—that refuse to provide care that violates their religious or moral beliefs.16 While
these la s are often called “conscience clauses,” they don’t protect everyone’s freedom
of conscience. Instead, most protect only those ho refuse abortion services, and offer
little or no protection to medical providers ho feel morally or religiously obligated to
provide comprehensive reproductive healthcare. Moreover, hen medical refusal la s
allo entire health systems to opt out of providing abortion care, they can have the
effect of making this care inaccessible.
That said, refusal la s do not provide a license to offer inadequate or substandard
medical care, or to violate patients’ right to informed consent about the treatment they
are receiving. There has been some litigation challenging religious medical refusals—
including after patients ere denied care during medical emergencies.17 Ho ever, this
history is beyond the scope of this report.18
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Findings
It has been ell documented by researchers, advocates, and journalists that abortion
is strictly prohibited at hospitals affiliated ith the Catholic Church, hich account for
about one in six hospital beds in the U.S.19 These restrictions are explicit, formalized,
and relatively ell kno n, at least in the medical and reproductive health communities. 20
Employees at Catholic healthcare facilities are required to abide by a set of ritten
guidelines issued by the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops called the Ethical and
Religious Directives, or ERDs. The ERDs prohibit medical staff from providing—
and, in some cases, even discussing—abortion. They also restrict the provision of
contraception, sterilization, some gender-affirming medical care, and certain forms of
end-of-life care.

In contrast, relatively little has been published on
reproductive health policies at Protestant hospitals—
even though these facilities are as or more prevalent than
Catholic hospitals in some Southern states.21 A study of
Catholic hospitals published by Community Catalyst in
2020 found 141 hospitals operating under Catholic
directives in the South, including 44 in exas and 15
in Florida.22 While our study used a broader definition
of “hospital” than Community Catalyst, we found
significantly more Protestant facilities in these two
states, including at least 133 in exas and 37 in Florida.23

“I understood the ERDs in…
the Catholic hospital [but]
did not realize there would be
restrictions in the Baptist hospital
because nobody publicizes that…
I was excited to move from a Catholic
institution to the Baptist institution because
I thought that we would have no restrictions.”
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Perhaps because abortion policies at Protestant hospitals are not ell researched,
some people—including medical providers—assume that abortion is not restricted in
these facilities. As one doctor ho had orked at both Catholic and Baptist hospitals in
Kentucky told us, “I understood the ERDs in…the Catholic hospital [but] did not realize
there ould be restrictions in the Baptist hospital because nobody publicizes that…I as
excited to move from a Catholic institution to the Baptist institution because I thought
that e ould have no restrictions.” Far more troubling is the fact that many patients are
likely una are of restrictions at Protestant hospitals. The same doctor told us:
“If you were a patient, you would have no idea that [religious restrictions were] even an issue…
If you had a problem where your water broke early, and you went to [the hospital where I
worked]…you might even have a doctor that would say there was no option for you…They’re like,
‘oh well, you’re at [name of hospital], we can’t do anything.’ And they don’t transfer [to another
hospital], they don’t have privileges at another hospital. And they’re like, ‘oh, well, you just have
to wait and see if you get infected or not.’”
One reason for the assumption that Protestant policies do not restrict abortion may
be a second misconception: that most Protestant hospitals are no longer meaningfully
religious, since so many of them have merged ith or been sold to secular companies
over the past several decades. In initial calls to healthcare advocates orking in the
South, a fe posited that there ere no longer any remaining ties bet een Protestant
hospital systems and religious institutions. Even one doctor ho had practiced in Baptist
and Methodist facilities minimized their current religious identities, explaining: “It’s a
name. And these are historic names.”
Our research refutes both of these beliefs. We found that many Protestant hospitals
promulgate strict limits on abortion care in their facilities and that religious groups have
retained important roles or interests in many large health systems. 24
The findings in this report focus on the three denominations that e found to be
most prevalent among Southern hospitals: the Southern Baptist Convention, ith at
least ten health systems, the United Methodist Church, ith at least nine, and the
Seventh-day Adventist Church, ith at least one very large multistate system. 25 These
three denominations have some hat different approaches to the issue of abortion.
Since conservatives took the helm of the Southern Baptist Convention in the 1980s, the
Convention has taken a hardline stance against abortion, issuing numerous resolutions
condemning it except in the narro est of circumstances. 26 A 1996 statement, for
example, claimed that incorporating a “health exception” into abortion la s “has been
completely discredited as a catch-all loophole.” 27 The Adventist Church has in recent
years also doubled do n on its opposition to abortion: in 2019, the Church passed a
resolution claiming that abortion is “out of harmony ith God’s plan for human life.” 28

This report fo uses on the three
denominations that we found to be most
prevalent among Southern hospitals:
+ Southern Baptist Convention
+ United Methodist Church
+ Seventh-day Adventist Church

The General Conference of the United Methodist Church takes a more moderate (though
still restrictive) stance on abortion in its regularly revised “Social Principles.” The most
recent version of the Social Principles states that some “tragic conflicts of life ith
life may justify decisions to terminate the life of a fetus,” such as here “the life of the
mother is in danger…or hen severe abnormalities threaten the viability of the fetus.”
It continues, “[i]n these limited circumstances, e support the legal option of abortion
and insist that such procedures be performed.” 29 In 2016, the General Conference voted
to ithdra its earlier resolution in support of Roe v. Wade, as ell as its longstanding
participation in the abortion rights group Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice. 30
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1

Abortion Restrictions
at Protestant Hospitals

Protestant-founded hospitals across the South strictly control the provision of
abortion in their facilities. While specific policies and practices vary widely, all Baptist
hospital systems in the South where we were able to confirm their policy on abortion
restrict the procedure in some way. Methodist systems were both more difficult to
determine and more varied.
We found at least four that restrict abortion, including t o that abide by the ERDs
because of their affiliations ith Catholic systems. The only Adventist system ith
hospitals in the South also restricts abortions. The appendix at the end of this report
provides greater detail on our findings about abortion policies at each system that e
studied. Among many others, hospital systems across the South that restrict abortion
care include:
• Baptist Health in Montgomery, Alabama. The system’s Vice President of Community
Engagement told us, “ e as an organization do not do abortions.” In a life-threatening
situation, he said, “the hospital is going to do hatever it can that is necessary to
protect both the female patient and the unborn child.”
• Baptist Health Care in Pensa ola, Florida. Abortion is restricted at the system
because, as the public relations department told us, they are “committed to the
sanctity of all life.”
• Houston Methodist in Texas. Prior to the passage of S.B. 8, “abortions ere offered
for only t o reasons,” according to the system’s Vice President for Spiritual Care and
Values Integration. These included here the fetus had an anomaly “that ould not
allo them to live longer than 28 days, hich had to be proven” or here “the life of
the mother as in danger.”
• St. Joseph’s/Candler in Savannah, Georgia. Created out of a 1997 affiliation
bet een a Methodist and a Catholic health system, it no abides by the Catholic
Ethical and Religious Directives.
• St. David’s Health are in Austin, Texas. At this historically Episcopal system, the
medical staff byla s restrict abortion, stating “[c]onvenience abortions ill not be
performed at the Medical Center.” 31
There as only one case in hich e ere told that a hospital system did not restrict
abortion. The Vice President of Pastoral Care Services at Methodist Health System
(MHS) in Texas told us that (at least prior to S.B. 8), “for an elective procedure it ould
be bet een the patient and their physician... e haven’t taken a formal stance.” When e
attempted to confirm this after S.B. 8 ent into effect, MHS’s public relations department
told us that the information as not “entirely accurate,” but declined to tell us the
system’s actual policy on abortion, aside from saying that MHS performs abortions “in
compliance ith Texas la s and regulations.” Some other systems, including Texas
Health Resources in North Texas, declined to share their policies on abortion.
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Abortion Policies:
Restrictions and Exceptions

Most Protestant hospital policies officially permit abortion hen necessary to protect
the health of the patient. The specific language of such provisions varies. At the stricter
end of the spectrum are entities like Baptist Health System (BHS) in San Antonio, hose
health exception only permits abortion hen “medically necessary to avert…a serious
risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function, other
than a psychological condition.” 32 At the some hat more lenient end are systems like
Memphis-based Methodist Le Bonheur, hich permits termination “for the purpose of
preserving…[the] health of the mother, including psychological reasons.” 33
Some hospitals also allo abortion in the case of fetal anomalies. At a fe systems,
including BHS and Baylor Scott & White in Texas, only abortions for lethal fetal anomalies
are allo ed. Exceptions for pregnancies resulting from rape or incest are common, but
not universal: an administrator at the AdventHealth system told us that in their hospitals,
victims of rape and incest are referred to their o n physicians if they ant an abortion
unless their health is also at risk.
Even the most stringent hospital policies that e uncovered officially permit abortion
hen necessary to protect the life of the patient. Ho ever, determining hen a patient’s
life is in danger is not al ays clear-cut. Hospital oversight over the provision of abortion
restricts decisions that ould other ise be left to the ishes of the patient and the
expertise and judgment of their treating doctor. One OB-GYN explained ho this
occurred at the Baptist hospital here she had orked in Kentucky:
“One of the things that really bothered me was that if a woman comes in and she’s pregnant and
she’s broken her water and her fetus is not viable, in other hospital systems we are allowed as
physicians to make the call or decide with the patient whether or not she wants to proceed with
the pregnancy because it becomes a very high-risk pregnancy…But at [the hospital where I
worked] they don’t allow that. So, you have to actually go…[to an] ethics board to get permission
and to prove that the mother’s life is [in] danger before you can induce a termination.
So what would happen is that we would have to transfer the patient to another hospital if she
decided she didn’t want to continue the pregnancy and there was no sign of her being infected
or having her life at risk, because they would not approve that. So, it really took the decisionmaking out of the physician’s hands and out of the patient’s hands...
These poor women, they have to get transferred to another hospital to get healthcare, I mean
it’s just ridiculous.”
At BHS in Texas, an administrator told us that even in a case here it is deemed
arranted to terminate a pregnancy, such as hen a patient is in the process of
miscarrying, the hospital ould only do so by inducing labor. This can be far more
prolonged and risky than undergoing a surgical abortion. 34 “We ould never do a—I’m
going to be crass here—a suck-‘em-out type of abortion,” Keith Bruce, former Vice
President of Mission and Ministry at BHS explained. “Really hat e do ould be an
induction of labor.” Bruce thought this preference for inductions as due in part to the
hospital’s religious values, but also noted his belief that the practice as “medically
called for as much as anything.”

“So, it really took the decision-making out of
the physician’s hands and out of the patient’s
hands... These poor women, they have to
get transferred to another hospital to get
healthcare, I mean it’s just ridiculous.”

While e did not research these issues, e also encountered Protestant systems that
restricted training, research, and insurance coverage for abortion. 35 For example, Baylor
Scott & White’s ebsite states that “[t]raining in elective termination of pregnancy is not
offered” to residents on their campuses. 36 Baptist Memorial Health Care prohibits
“[r]esearch specifically designed to study fetuses…[r]esearch involving nonviable
neonates or neonates of uncertain viability…[and r]esearch involving elective abortions
[or] stem cells taken from fetuses.” 37 Baptist Health (Alabama), 38 hich claims to be the
“largest private employer in Central Alabama,” restricts abortion in its 2020 employee
health insurance policy. 39
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2

Religious Organizations &
Governance at Protestant Hospitals

In addition to researching policies on abortion care at historically Protestant hospitals,
we also sought to better understand why these policies have been implemented—
especially given that many systems founded by religious groups are now owned by
secular, for-profit companies. If Protestant hospitals are religious in name only, as
some people we spoke to suggested, what was motivating them to regulate abortion so
strictly? his line of inquiry led to a second finding: Protestant hospitals have, in fact,
retained numerous and varied connections to religious entities.
These connections are, in many cases, not as sharply defined as in Catholic hospitals. As
one administrator at a Baptist hospital told us, Catholic “polity is very top do n hereas
Baptists, Methodists… ould be a little bit more bottom up.” An administrator at a
Methodist health system echoed this, explaining “our relationship is…not quite as defined
as, say, ith the Catholic system, or an Adventist health system, or even a Baptist health
system.” Nevertheless, these relationships are real and meaningful.

History of
Protestant Healthcare

Many Protestant hospitals ere founded as individual community hospitals during the
late 19th and early-to-mid 20th centuries, often by ealthy individuals, churches, and/
or local religious associations. Some ere founded by, or later decided to affiliate
themselves ith, state ide religious groups such as Southern Baptist conventions or
Methodist conferences. At least in the case of Baptist hospitals, state conventions’
control as rarely absolute. Keith Bruce of Baptist Health System (BHS) in Texas
explained, it ould be “a little bit of a misnomer to say that the convention o ned the
institutions.” Rather, the hospitals and conventions “partnered to give the conventions
some rights…For instance, in most cases, the convention elected all of the trustees and
it as understood and required that all of those trustees ould be Baptist.” Key hospital
administrators ere often also expected to be members of the faith.
Today, the relationship bet een health systems and Protestant denominations tends
to be far more attenuated. The past several decades have been a time of increasing
consolidation in American healthcare as locally controlled hospitals have merged—
sometimes several times over—into large systems. This trend has impacted secular and
faith-based hospitals alike. Many hospitals founded by religious communities have since
merged, entered into joint ventures, or other ise partnered ith or been sold to secular
nonprofit or for-profit systems. One hospital administrator told us that hile the CEOs of
Baptist hospitals used to meet annually as part of a loose organization called the Baptist
Healthcare Association of America as recently as the early 2000s, these meetings—and
the organization—ended due to hospital consolidation. He explained, “that as…sort
of the ending stages of Baptist hospitals as autonomous Baptist groups in the United
States. Most of those hospital systems that ere represented there…are no o ned by
typically investor-o ned systems.”
Despite these significant changes, e nevertheless found that many Protestant hospitals
have maintained affiliations ith denominational entities. Even hospitals that are no
managed by large secular corporations have retained important aspects of their religious
identity, far beyond the lingering “Baptist” or “Methodist” in their names.
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Current Governance
Policies

Today, each Baptist hospital system relates to its affiliated Southern Baptist convention
“in a little bit of a different fashion,” as Keith Bruce of BHS explained ith regard to
the institutions in Texas. Most significantly, numerous Protestant denominational
organizations play a role in hospital board selection or approval. While removed from the
day-to-day practice of medicine, boards play an outsized role in shaping the mission,
policies, and practices of healthcare systems. As one longtime hospital governance
professional has explained, the role of a board is to “establish policies, to make
significant and strategic decisions, and to oversee the organization’s activity.” 40 More
specifically, boards may “set strategic direction; build community relationships; establish
ethical standards, values, and compliance; and select a CEO.” 41 Thus by selecting
members of a hospital system’s board, religious denominations have an opportunity
to help shape everything from a hospital’s ethical obligations to its partnerships ith
other facilities.
Contemporary governance policies in historically Protestant hospitals run the gamut
from systems in hich the entire board of trustees is elected by religious bodies, to
systems here religious entities have only token representation. In total, e found
17 different hospital systems in the South for hich religious organizations appoint,
nominate, or approve at least some members to some system- ide or individual hospital
boards. 42 Examples of systems ith significant religious board representation include:
• Baptist Memorial Health Care (BMHC), based in Memphis, with 22 hospitals a ross
three Southern states. The Baptist conventions from Mississippi, Tennessee, and
Arkansas each nominate one-third of the members of BMHC’s Board of Trustees. 43
• The small Hendri k Hospital system in Abilene, Texas. The Baptist General
Convention of Texas (BGCT or “Texas Baptists”), nominates a majority of the system’s
board of trustees—a 2016 tax filing states at least 75%. 44 Bruce Lampert, Director of
Pastoral Care at Hendrick, believed that the directors nominated by Texas Baptists
had to belong to a church that participates in the Convention, hile the remaining
quarter could be members of Baptist churches unaffiliated ith the BGCT.
• Baptist Health South Florida (BHSF), with 11 hospitals. Under the system’s articles
of incorporation, the Miami Baptist Association has “the right to appoint seven (7) of
its Ministers to the Board.” 45 The full board may have bet een 17-45 members, and
all trustees must sign an annual ritten statement that they affirm BHSF’s guiding
principle: “[t]hrough our compassionate healthcare services, e seek to reveal the
healing presence of God.” 46
• Methodist Le Bonheur Health are (MLH), with 6 hospitals in Tennessee and
Mississippi. Under MLH’s byla s, the Bishops for the United Methodist Church
Conferences of Memphis, Mississippi, and Arkansas serve as ex officio members
of the board (meaning that the office they hold entitles them to membership on the
board). 47
In other cases, religious organizations nominate only a small number of board
members, nominate members only for the boards of individual hospitals (rather than
hole systems), or nominate only members for related institutions, such as hospital
foundations. 48
Also orth noting is that official rules about board nominations may not al ays reflect
ho the selection process orks in practice. For example, David Cross, Director of
Pastoral Care at Baptist Hospitals of Southeast Texas (BHSET), explained that there had
been times in the past during hich hospital administrators asked the state Convention
to approve a pre-selected set of board members: “the CEO ould have a list of people
he preferred to be on the trustee board. And he ould funnel them to the [Convention’s]
Committee on institutional trustees, and they ould, you kno , comply.” On the other
hand, the reverse could also happen. Cross also recalled a period during hich board
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selection for BHSET as ostensibly split bet een Texas Baptists and the secular
nonprofit Community Hospital Corporation (CHC). In practice, ho ever, the Convention
actually selected the full board. He explained that CHC’s CEO at the time ould allo all
the trustees selected by Texas Baptists “to, hen their terms terminated and they ere
to rotate off the board…rotate over on to the CHC side. And in [his] ords, that ay, the
BGCT elects all of them.”
Relationships bet een religious organizations and hospital systems can be highly
complex. Perhaps the best example of this is Baptist Health System (BHS) in San
Antonio. While Texas Baptists does not directly appoint any members of BHS’s board,
multiple measures ere taken during the system’s sale in 2003 to preserve its Baptist
identity. Proceeds from the initial sale of BHS to the for-profit entity Vanguard (no
Tenet) ere used to create the Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio, hich
distributes grants to health-related nonprofits in Texas. 49
The terms of the sale required the health system to enhance its chaplaincy program
and to create a mission and ministry committee elected by the Foundation, according to
former BHS administrator Keith Bruce. The Foundation’s most significant point of leverage
over the health system is that it maintains control of its name. “The real trigger is that the
Foundation maintained the name, and the Baptist Health System name is used through
a licensing agreement,” Bruce said. Brent Salter, Program Director at the Foundation,
confirmed, explaining: “ e help define hat that ord Baptist means, and e put some
requirements on the hospitals for them to use that ord since it’s our branding.”

Relationships between religious
organizations and hospital systems
an be highly omplex.
Since the sale, BHS is no longer listed as an affiliate on the Texas Baptists ebsite.
Ho ever, Baptist Health Foundation is, and Texas Baptists selects over half of the
Foundation’s trustees. 50 The Foundation, in turn, nominates three out of seven members
of BHS’s local board. 51 The eb of relationships bet een Texas Baptists, the Baptist
Health Foundation, the BHS local board, and the Tenet corporation is a good example of
ho religious denominations have been able to salvage important connections to health
systems despite the trend to ards hospital consolidation. As BHS’s 2016 report to Texas
Baptists explained, despite its affiliation ith Tenet, the system “remains committed to
its historic faith-based values and ministry…A meaningful connection ith the BGCT is
maintained through a significant percentage of local Baptist trustees ho are elected by
the Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio.” 52
Other mergers have brought together multiple faith-based systems. For example,
Covenant Health in Lubbock, Texas, as founded in 1998 through the merger of a
Methodist and Catholic system. 53 Since the merger, the Methodist system—Lubbock
Methodist Hospital System (LMHS)—retained its o n board, hich “revie s the ork” of
Covenant, including by “assuring compliance” ith the merger agreement bet een the
t o systems. 54 This 23-member board is approved by the North est Texas Conference
of The United Methodist Church (NWTX), and 60% of the board must be Methodist.
The NWTX Conference is also responsible for approving changes to LMHS’s articles of
incorporation or byla s. 55 The Board of Directors for Covenant as a whole includes eight
members appointed by LMHS ith approval from the NWTX Conference. 56 Another eight
are appointed by the Catholic system.
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Some health systems have other forms of religious board influence even
formal connection to any religious organization. For example:

ithout any

• At Baptist Health in Arkansas, according to several financial documents, the
“members” of the system—responsible for electing the Board of Trustees 57 —are
“required by the Constitution and By-La s of Baptist Health to be active members
of a Baptist church. Eighty percent (80%) of the members must be active members
of a Baptist Church in Arkansas that is affiliated ith the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention.” 58
• At Baptist Health in Kentu ky, the Articles of Incorporation contain a requirement
that 25% of the system’s board of directors “be Baptist,” not including the CEO. 59
• At Baptist Health in Florida, the Articles of Incorporation state that members of the
system’s board of directors “shall be persons of faith.” 60
• Some systems have religious leaders on their boards ithout any formal requirement.
For example, Methodist Health System (MHS) in Texas has several Methodist
reverends on the Board of Trustees—though Caesar Rentie, Vice President for
Pastoral Services at MHS, told us that this is not mandated.
Finally, some religious denominations have connections ith or control over hospital
systems aside from board membership, especially ith regards to spiritual care.
For example:
• A condition of BHS’s sale to Vanguard as that the system house a mission and
ministry division, hich is “charged to nurture and develop the faith-based ethos of
the [hospital] system,” 61 and hich, e ere told, must be headed by a Baptist.
• A provision of the Articles of Incorporation for Baptist Health South Florida requires
the system to “[m]aintain a system- ide Baptist chaplaincy program…in order to
provide a visible Christian itness to patients and employees.” 62 The senior chaplain
of this program must be an ordained Baptist chaplain, a graduate of a Southern
Baptist seminary, and a member of a church cooperating ith the Miami Baptist
Association. 63

By selecting members of a hospital system’s
board, religious denominations have an
opportunity to help shape everything
from a hospital’s ethical obligations to its
partnerships with other facilities.

• Methodist Le Bonheur (MLH) employs a Chief Mission Integration Officer intended
to “offer guidance and direction for the integration of MLH’s mission, vision, values
and guiding behaviors, especially from the perspective of the Social Principles of the
United Methodist Church” and “ensure that the relationship ith the United Methodist
Church, and relevant social, ethical, and pastoral teachings, are understood and
integrated appropriately and consistently across the entire system.” 64 This person
must be a Methodist clergy member.
• The Bishop of the South Georgia Conference of the United Methodist Church
annually appoints the Director of Pastoral Care at Candler Hospital, according to the
current Director.
• All hospital systems affiliated with Texas Baptists submit an annual report to the
Convention, including data on the number of patient visits by hospital chaplains,
and the number of “professions of faith” and “rededications/recommitments” that
occurred in the systems over the year. 65
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Do Religious Entities
Require Abortion
Restrictions?

While Protestant hospitals still maintain connections ith their religious founders,
denominations only very rarely have any direct control over the day-to-day practice of
medicine, including the provision of abortion. The great majority of people e spoke to
from both Protestant hospital systems and religious entities insisted that the religious
denominations imposed no formal restrictions on medical care at hospital facilities.
Despite this, a fe intervie ees admitted that religious bodies did have some softer
forms of influence over hospital policies. For example, Sha n Parker, Executive Director
of the Mississippi Baptist Convention Board, told us that if Baptist Memorial Health Care
(BMHC) ere to begin providing abortions, “that ould be something that e ould…
have a discussion about.” William Max ell, Administrative Director of the Tennessee
Baptist Convention, echoed this. He explained that hile the Convention did not
expressly impose any restrictions on care at BMHC, “ e elect their trustees, and then
those trustees make those kinds of decisions...the kinds of people that e ould elect,”
he noted, ould “not provide certain elective procedures, such as…abortion.”
When e asked Keith Bruce, former VP of Mission and Ministry at Baptist Health System
in Texas, hat he ould do if the system as not adhering to its Baptist mission, he
speculated: “[t]he recourse is just first of all [a] conversation ith the CEO. I am at the
board meetings and so I have opportunity there…if there really as an issue it ould
be an opportunity to perhaps pull together the board members ho are elected by
the Baptist Health Foundation and say e need to have a meeting, e need to have a
conversation beyond me about this ith the leaders.”
Moreover, e did find one Baptist organization that does appear to directly prohibit
abortion at affiliated hospitals. The Baptist General Convention of Texas (BGCT) ebsite
contains a page ith the statement, “[a]bortion on demand is forbidden by the policies
of all Texas Baptist hospitals. Pastoral care departments make available counseling and
other forms of assistance. BGCT hospitals and partnering hospitals do not endorse nor
do they participate in the abortion process.” 66 While this statement is from 1998, before
numerous mergers among Baptist hospitals in Texas, e ere able to confirm that all
BGCT-affiliated hospitals in the state continued to prohibit abortion ( ith some narro
exceptions).
We further discovered t o cases involving BGCT-affiliated systems in hich abortion
restrictions had been ritten into legal documents as a condition of partnership or sale.
Keith Bruce explained that “one of the terms of the sale” of BHS’s 2003 purchase by
the for-profit Vanguard (and later Tenet) “ as to maintain an abortion policy consistent
ith the Baptist vie ,” a practice he called “pretty standard.” This as confirmed by a
document filed ith the Securities and Exchange Commission, in hich Vanguard agreed
to limits on its ability to “make any change in…abortion or sterilization policies of the
acquired hospitals.” 67 BHS’s current abortion policy states that “[i]n keeping ith the
ethics and values of the Baptist General Convention of Texas…the Baptist Health System
does not provide elective abortions.” 68

“...because Protestant denominations that
sponsor hospitals do not have an equivalent
of the ERDs…the hospitals tend to have more
flexibility to respond to the local community,
to be more driven by local culture.”

Similarly, an asset purchase agreement bet een Valley Baptist Health System and
the for-profit company Vanguard from 2011, hich as approved by Texas Baptists,
states that Vanguard “ ill maintain Seller’s current policies on therapeutic abortion and
sterilization.” 69 Most documents related to hospital mergers, joint ventures, and sales
are not easily retrievable online; it is possible that a concerted effort to access more
such documents could turn up additional examples of terms that restrict the provision of
abortion in historically religious hospitals.
That said, it is likely that state la s, cultural pressures, and other factors also play a role
in motivating Protestant health systems’ abortion restrictions. For example, Rev. Chuck
Tread ell, the Rector of St. David’s Episcopal Church, made it very clear that his church
as not responsible for the policy restricting abortion at St. David’s Healthcare in Austin,
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Texas. He explained that the denomination no longer had any direct relationship ith
the health system, and that the abortion policy as “not based on the teachings of the
Episcopal Church in any formal ay.”
This is a significant ay in hich Protestant hospitals differ from Catholic ones, hich
are explicitly bound by the ERDs. As Dr. Debra Stulberg told us: “because Protestant
denominations that sponsor hospitals do not have an equivalent of the ERDs…the
hospitals tend to have more flexibility to respond to the local community, to be more
driven by local culture.” The notion that Protestant hospital policies on abortion are at
least partially due to local culture is affirmed by our findings that even many secular
institutions also restrict abortion care.

Even hospitals that are now
managed by large secular
corporations have retained
important aspects of their
religious identity, far beyond
the lingering “Baptist” or
“Methodist” in their names.
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Spotlight on Gender-Affirming
Services at Protestant Hospitals
In addition to researching abortion policies at Protestant hospital systems in the
South, we also investigated whether these systems have promulgated rules restricting
gender-affirming medical treatments, such as hormone therapy. We did not find any
evidence of formal policies restricting gender-affirming services at either Protestant
or secular facilities. Such policies have been documented at Catholic hospitals.
For example, in 2017, two lawsuits were filed by transgender men who were denied
hysterectomies by Catholic hospitals in California and New Jersey because of
their gender identity.70
The three primary Protestant denominations examined in our
report have all taken formal stances in opposition to transgender
rights. The Southern Baptist Convention issued a resolution in
2014 stating, “ e oppose efforts to alter one’s bodily identity
(e.g., cross-sex hormone therapy, gender reassignment surgery)
to refashion it to conform ith one’s perceived gender identity.”71
In 2021, the Convention expelled t o of its member churches for
their LGBTQ-affirming policies.72
In a “Statement on Transgenderism” issued in 2017, the Seventhday Adventist Church proclaimed, “[b]ecause the Bible regards
humans as holistic entities and does not differentiate bet een
biological sex and gender identity, the Church strongly cautions
transgender people against sex reassignment surgery and against
marriage, if they have undergone such a procedure.” 73 The United
Methodist Church (UMC) is in the midst of a schism due to its
members’ diverging vie s on LGBTQ issues.74 In 2019, after a
contentious debate, the UMC voted to strengthen prohibitions on
the ordination of LGBTQ clergy, as ell as marriage for same-sex
partners.75 At the general conference in 2022, the Church ill
consider a proposal to split the denomination, ith conservatives
forming a ne body named the Global Methodist Church.76

When asked about transition-related care, Bruce Lampert, head
of Pastoral Services at Hendrick Health, responded “I don’t
think e offer that no …I’m not sure hat the policy on that is.”
Employees at Baptist Hospitals of Southeast Texas, Valley Baptist
Health System, Baptist Health in Alabama, Baptist Health South
Florida, and AdventHealth ere similarly unsure of hether their
hospital systems offered gender-affirming care.
We did find one system—Baptist Memorial Health Care—that
expressly prohibited research “involving…gender reassignment
or other similar transgender therapies.” 77 Sha n Parker, the
Executive Director of the BMHC-affiliated Mississippi Baptist
Convention, as not a are of this ritten policy but told us that
the position of the Convention as that “gender is a matter of
biology, and God has created us male and female,” and that if the
Convention learned that BMHC as offering transition-related
care, “I ould expect that there ould be some questions that
ould need to be ans ered and…some solutions that ould need
to be developed.”

Despite these denominations’ condemnation of LGBTQ
identities, during the course of our intervie s, no hospital or
church employee could point to any formal policy restricting
gender-affirming care. Instead, many intervie ees ere unsure
of hether their hospital system provided or restricted such
services. For example, Keith Bruce at Baptist Health System
in Texas told us that he did not believe that gender-affirming
services ere being provided at BHS facilities. He explained, “I
don’t kno that any of our rules…have really kept up ith that
to be quite honest,” though he had recently discussed the issue
ith the hospitals’ chaplains. Bruce said that offering transitionrelated services “ ould be something e ould have to look at
and consider.” He noted, “I think generally for the Baptist faith that
ould be something that ould not be looked upon positively.”
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In addition, hile e did not formally assess hospital systems’
employee health insurance plans, e did come across a fe plans
that restricted coverage for transition-related care. For instance,
the 2021 benefits handbook for the UMC-affiliated system Texas
Health Resources excludes coverage for “[s]ex transformation
operations and related services.” 78 Past medical plans for
Baylor Scott & White employees do not cover “[a]ny procedures
or treatments designed to alter physical characteristics of a
participant from the participant’s biologically determined sex
to those of another sex, regardless of any diagnosis of gender
role disorientation or psychosexual orientation” or any “studies,
treatment, or counseling related to sex transformation.” 79
While the health insurance policy for Hendrick Health does not
expressly mention gender transition, some related treatments—
such as mastectomy for any condition other than breast cancer
and most cranio-facial surgery—are not covered. 80 A 2019 plan
for Houston Methodist employees covers hormone therapy,
but not treatments for gender dysphoria that the plan labels
“[c]osmetic procedures” such as “[s]ex transformation operations
and related services” [sic]. 81

Florida boasts of its top rating as an inclusive healthcare provider
from the LGBTQ advocacy group Human Rights Campaign,86 and
has signed a public letter in support of the Equality Act, an LGBTQ
nondiscrimination bill. 87

We did find that many—though not all—religious hospitals had
policies prohibiting discrimination based on a patient’s sexual
orientation and/or gender identity. 82 Moreover, several religious
hospitals list affiliated doctors ho specialize in providing care for
LGBTQ patients on their ebsites. 83 For example, Baptist Health
in Kentucky advertises an employee ho “provides primary care
to almost 250 transgender patients ho travel in from all parts of
KY and Southern Indiana.”84 Wake Forest Baptist Health notes that
the system provides “[g]ender affirming hormone therapy and
monitoring…[and t]rans-affirming gynecological care, including
cervical cancer screening and pelvic exams.” 85 Baptist Health in

In summary, health systems’ approaches to gender-affirming
care ere far less explicit, and far less restrictive, than for
abortion. To be clear, ho ever, the lack of formal policies e
encountered does not mean that many or most facilities are
providing comprehensive and culturally competent services to
their trans patients and the broader LGBTQ community. While
some religious health systems do offer gender-affirming care,
hospital administrators at many other systems ere skeptical that
their facilities ould be amendable to providing transition-related
services. Finally, studies have sho n that discrimination against
LGBTQ people in healthcare settings of all kinds is rampant. 89

Unfortunately, though unsurprisingly, e did hear from many
providers and advocates of individual instances of discrimination
against LGBTQ patients at both religious and secular hospitals.
One former medical student remarked that inappropriate
and homophobic comments ere so frequent that if she had
responded “every time somebody said something like that, I
ouldn’t have graduated.” Another doctor recalled an incident
at a veterans’ hospital in Arkansas hen a provider belittled a
transgender patient as she as being sedated for a medical
procedure. The provider “very quickly… as like, ‘oh, I better push
that medication faster so she doesn’t ake up and remember
all of this.’” Organizations including the Campaign for Southern
Equality have published extensively on the health of LGBTQ
people in the South, including on LGBTQ discrimination in
healthcare settings. 88

In summary, health systems’ approaches to gender-affirming
care were far less explicit, and far less restrictive,
than for abortion. To be clear, however, the lack of formal
policies we encountered does not mean that many or
most facilities are providing comprehensive and culturally
competent services to their trans patients and the
broader LGBTQ community.
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3

Abortion Restrictions at
Secular & Public Hospitals

his research project did not initially set out to study abortion care at secular
hospitals. hus, we did not undertake any kind of rigorous review of secular or public
hospital systems’ abortion policies (and this would be a fruitful area for further study).
However, over the course of our research, we heard from advocates and medical
providers that many of these facilities have abortion restrictions that are as severe
as those at religious systems. hrough a survey distributed to medical providers, we
received reports from doctors about restrictions on abortion care or training at public
institutions in Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, exas, and Virginia, as well as additional
reports from public hospitals outside of our focus area, including in Arizona, Indiana,
Iowa, Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, and Utah.
For example, one OB-GYN in the South told us that hile his Baptist employer prohibited
“elective” abortions, similar policies existed at the nearby Catholic, Methodist, and
public hospitals. He explained: “the idea here is that that is across the board at all the
hospitals in the city, hether they’re faith-based or not, including the public hospital.”
Another provider affirmed this, saying of abortion restrictions and stigma in the South,
“it’s just ingrained into everything. It’s not just the Baptist hospital, no it’s the university
hospital, it’s just everything, it became the default.”
Restrictions on abortion at secular hospitals can have the same dire effect on patient
care as those at Protestant facilities. While abortions to preserve the life or health of the
patient are generally permitted, many doctors e spoke to felt that restrictions could
nevertheless compromise care. For example, a medical resident orking at a public
hospital in Texas here abortions are severely restricted explained that doctors in her
facility treat “a lot of omen” experiencing symptoms of an early miscarriage here
the “fetus does still have a heartbeat.” In these cases, providers do not even counsel
patients about the possibility of ending their pregnancy. “We just sort of tell them…‘ e’re
going to atch and ait,’” she continued; “I’ve talked to some of my co-residents
ho’ve trained at other medical schools and…oftentimes they’re shocked by ho
e do
miscarriage management.”
One doctor said of her publicly affiliated hospital outside our focus area, in the Mid est:
“You have to actually be dying, like, the day you get your abortion. You can’t be, like,
dying tomorro .” For example, this doctor recounted a patient ho had:
“a huge mass on her cervix and she had invasive cervical cancer. And the treatment for that is…
termination, and then chemotherapy and radiation. And [the person I called for ethics approval]
essentially said because she wasn’t dying that day, they couldn’t do her abortion. But it’s not
something that like Planned Parenthood can do vaginally. This was like a hysterectomy—major
procedure—because if you try to do it vaginally, she would bleed to death.”
In this case, the provider team as forced to research hether another hospital could
perform the patient’s procedure or administer a potassium chloride injection to end her
pregnancy (“so e ouldn’t technically be doing an abortion”). Eventually, the doctors
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ere able to treat the patient, “[b]ut it just took like a ton of energy from her oncologist,
her OB-GYN, ethics, our risk assessment people. Just an unnecessary stall in her care.”
Abortion restrictions could also result in traumatic experiences for patients facing fetal
anomalies. Speaking of her residency in a public institution in the South, another
OB-GYN said, “abortion as never talked about, it as never offered.” She recalled ho
patients ith “horrific anomalies” ould carry pregnancies to term rather than being
offered the option of abortion care. One patient in particular had a fetus diagnosed ith
acrania, meaning it had no skull and ould be unlikely to survive more than a couple days
outside the omb. The doctor explained,
“The way a fetus comes out of the birth canal requires a lot of head movement from the fetus…
and so the one patient I had, the [fetus’s] head got stuck because it doesn’t know how to navigate
the birth canal without an actual skull. And it was this horrifically long…prolonged labor, it
ends up being horrific and taking forever…I would have felt way different had I known that she
was given a choice and that this was important to her to deliver this baby and carry this baby…
as opposed to traumatizing really everyone involved. I felt particularly traumatized knowing
that there was a different option that I didn’t think she had been given.”
While this incident stood out in the doctor’s memory because she as in charge of the
patient’s delivery, she said it as “pretty common” for patients in her facility to carry to
term and go through labor ithout having been offered, or counseled about, abortion as
an option in the case of severe fetal anomaly.

Reasons for Abortion
Restrictions at Secular
Hospitals

The motivations for a secular or public hospital’s restrictive abortion policies are not
al ays clear—even to the medical providers bound by them. Some doctors e spoke to
speculated that restrictions may be the result of their hospital board’s or administrators’
personal vie s on abortion, fear about loss of funding, political retribution, or legal
sanction if their facility ere to become kno n in their community as providing abortion.
Anti-abortion policies could also simply be a result of the cultural climate of the hospital
or local community.
At some government-run medical facilities, abortion is restricted by la . In 1996,
Congress banned abortion care at Veterans Affairs hospitals, except in the case of a
threat to the patient’s life (not health), or in cases of rape or incest. 90 Eleven states,
including four in the South—Kentucky,91 Louisiana,92 Mississippi,93 and Texas 94 —prohibit
abortion in public medical facilities. 95 Mississippi and Louisiana have an exception
for pregnancies resulting from rape and incest, and Mississippi and Texas exempt
pregnancies ith lethal fetal anomalies. 96 Only Texas’ la contains an explicit exemption
for protecting the patient from serious injury. 97 While all four states permit public
facilities to perform abortions here a patient’s life is in danger, hospitals and individual
providers can vary in ho this exception is interpreted and applied. 98 For this and other
reasons, several advocates e spoke to told us that in their state, the legislature—not
faith-based medical institutions—is by far the biggest barrier to reproductive healthcare.
In the initial years after Roe v. Wade, some judges and policymakers issued opinions
holding that la s banning abortion at public medical facilities ere unconstitutional. 99
These arguments ere rejected by the U.S. Supreme Court in the 1989 decision
Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, hich upheld a public hospital abortion ban by
determining that it “leaves a pregnant oman ith the same choices as if the State had
chosen not to operate any public hospitals at all.”100
Several doctors mentioned orries about losing public or private funding as a factor
motivating abortion bans. One OB-GYN told us of her Arkansas employer’s restrictive
abortion policy: “it’s a publicly funded hospital, and they receive a great deal of their
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funding from the state, and so there is a very strong political pressure to kind of
appease political interests, hich unfortunately in [my state] is very…anti-abortion.”
Another doctor orking in a liberal area in the South said that hile the public hospital’s
restrictions ere “far less onerous” than at nearby religious systems, “you still had
people ho ere looking at the funding for the institution, ho the decision-makers
ere saying, ‘yeah but a significant portion of this community does not ant their public
hospital being an abortion clinic.’”
A resident at a public hospital in Texas as not certain of the origin of her employer’s
policy restricting abortion, but believed it as due to a funding restriction imposed by a
nonprofit grant. She explained:
“It’s just sort of something that everybody kind of knows about the program, that we do not
perform any elective terminations whatsoever…I think [at] our orientation they did discuss
the way our hospital is funded prohibits us from doing any elective termination procedures…
if any kind of elective termination is referred or offered, all of this [private grant] funding will
be withdrawn. So, it would basically destroy all of the outlying clinics if any type of elective
termination was offered or performed, or even formal referrals for a patient to get an elective
termination.”
This fear of losing public funds can also cause medical providers to stop advocating
for abortion rights. One doctor told us that in 2019, members of a Medical Students for
Choice chapter at a Southern medical school ere pressured into not testifying against
an anti-abortion bill that as being heard before the state legislature on the same
morning as a large hospital funding bill. The students ere told, she believed by an
employee of the hospital, that “they should leave and not speak that morning because
one of the state senators had threatened to not pass the hospital funding bill if a large
group of students ere to speak…in support of abortion.”

“If the hospital
decided to do
abortions there
and people
knew about it,
there would
be public
outrage…what
I had heard
most often was
a political fear.”

Restrictive policies could be implemented by board members or hospital administrators
that personally oppose abortion. An OB-GYN in Tennessee as told that the restrictions
on abortion at the academic medical center here she orked ere imposed because
the “board of directors…has some sitting anti-choice members.” She ackno ledged,
ho ever, that this “actually could be an excuse that the CEO has made.” One doctor
attributed restrictive abortion policies at both religious and secular facilities to
administrators, saying such rules come “from the people ho run the institution, meaning
the administrators…as ell as the people ho ork there.”
Community pressure as another commonly referenced reason for restricting abortion.
One doctor — ho had decided not to pursue an OB-GYN residency at a Southern public
hospital because it barred abortions—explained: “if the hospital decided to do abortions
there and people kne about it, there ould be public outrage… hat I had heard
most often as a political fear.” Similarly, another provider told us that one historically
religious system here she orked in Kentucky used to provide abortions, but over time
“there became this fear and backlash that they didn’t ant people to kno and that there
ould be protesters and things like that.” A third doctor mentioned having orked at a
state medical school “ here leaders of the institution said…‘I kno you have to teach this
[abortion], but e really don’t ant to flaunt this in the public eye, because there is a lot
of controversy.’”
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An OB-GYN ho gre up in the Northeast said that during her residency at a public
hospital in the South, “you ere made to feel bad if you anted anything other than
to save every pregnancy that ever possibly could be. Even though I as atching
it traumatize my patients all the time.” Some advocates and doctors e spoke to
suggested that rural facilities faced especially strong pressure not to provide abortion.
Relatedly, several people e spoke to referenced a general culture of religiosity that
pervaded medical care in the South at both religious and secular facilities. As one
doctor put it, “I feel like in the South…institutions don’t necessarily have to be religiously
affiliated…everything is someho religious in the South.” Another told us, “terms
that ould kind of make other people uncomfortable in other parts of the country are
commonplace here…in a public hospital, for example, it’s not unusual for [patients]
to have prayers said over them by doctors, by nurses.” To that end, a doctor orking
at a public hospital in Texas mentioned an incident here her supervising physician
“volunteered me into this prayer circle” ith her patient and a hospital chaplain, “just
assuming that I ould be interested and happy to do that, hich as not the case.”
Far more troubling as an incident recalled to us by Hadleigh T eedall,101 a Tennessee
oman ho has spoken publicly about being unable to access abortion in her
home state after her pregnancy as diagnosed ith an anomaly “incompatible ith
life.” Shortly thereafter, hile she as still pregnant and making arrangements to get an
abortion in Chicago, T eedall visited a alk-in clinic seeking treatment for a cough.
After explaining the situation, the doctor in the clinic said,
“‘Do you mind if I pray for you?’... I thought she would go to church on Sunday and say a
prayer.... I was not anticipating the prayer happening right then and there. And then she came
over and placed both of her hands on my belly…closed her eyes and start[ed] praying on me.
She said something like, ‘Dear Lord, please take care of this woman facing this decision.’ I just
remember her saying, ‘the devil, make sure the devil leaves her soul or her decision and let this
baby be our miracle who becomes healthy’...And then she left…and I just start sobbing.”
Finally, it’s orth noting that some Protestant, secular nonprofit, for-profit, and even
public hospitals are sometimes required to abide by the Catholic ERDs—for example, as
a condition of purchasing or affiliating ith a Catholic institution.102 A recent study by
Community Catalyst noted the case of Natchitoches Regional Medical Center (NRMC), a
public hospital in Louisiana o ned by the local Hospital Service District but managed by
the Catholic nonprofit CHRISTUS Health system.103 The contract bet een the t o entities
included NRMC “agreeing to Catholic restrictions on services. As a result, NRMC does
not provide abortions or tubal ligations.” 104 We also found t o Southern hospital systems
associated ith the United Methodist Church, Covenant Health in Texas and St. Joseph’s/
Candler in Georgia, that affiliated ith Catholic entities and no follo the ERDs.

One OB-GYN told us of her Arkansas
employer’s restri tive abortion poli y:

Arkansas State Capitol
in Little Rock, AR.

“It’s a publicly funded hospital, and they
receive a great deal of their funding from the
state, and so there is a very strong political
pressure to kind of appease political interests,
which unfortunately in [my state] is very…
anti-abortion.”
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4

Abortion Committees at
Religious & Secular Hospitals

Our final significant finding applied across the board to many hospitals, both religious
and secular. hrough our assessment of Protestant hospitals, our provider survey,
and interviews with OB-GYNs, we discovered that hospitals across the South enforce
abortion policies through the use of specialized abortion boards or committees,
responsible for reviewing and approving all pregnancy terminations in the facility.
While e ere not able to determine the process for seeking an abortion from
many hospital systems that e studied, e found at least six Protestant systems
encompassing over 100 hospitals105 that regulate the provision of abortion through
termination of pregnancy committees or boards.106 In addition, several doctors at
publicly affiliated hospitals in and outside of the South told us that their facilities used
abortion committees.
Such committees ere a common ay for hospitals to make decisions about medically
indicated terminations in the years before legal abortion.107 As one team of researchers
has commented, the use of abortion boards “harkens back to the provision of abortion
before Roe v. Wade, hen physicians and hospital abortion committees served as
gatekeepers to care.”108 In fact, abortion boards are often assumed to be a historical
relic. For example, a recent New York imes editorial arned that if Roe v. Wade
is overturned, hospitals might “reinvent some version of the therapeutic abortion
committees of earlier times.”109 As e found, ho ever, abortion committees do not need
to be reinvented—they are already here.

Committee Makeup,
Process, and Impact
on Care

According to hospital administrators and doctors, abortion committees are often
made up of OB-GYNs, but in some cases also include other medical providers, hospital
administrators, la yers, or religious leaders.
Mark Grace, former Chief Mission and Ministry Officer for Baylor Scott & White (BSW)
in Texas, told us that a panel revie s any case here abortion is being considered in a
BSW hospital. “Typically, it ould be [the] chief of OB-GYN along ith a representative
from nursing,” Grace explained, though in some cases, there “[c]ould be a member
of the hospital ethics committee. A chaplain ould be a part of that team…not as a
spokesperson for the religious institution but as someone ho’s looking at the emotional
and spiritual ellbeing of that person.” Rev. Charles Millikan, Vice President for Spiritual
Care and Values Integration at Houston Methodist, told us that he as the “only person
ho’s not a physician” on the committee that evaluates abortion ithin that system.
At Baptist Health System (BHS) in Texas, the head of the hospital OB-GYN department
appoints an “ad hoc committee” consisting of t o obstetricians and the facility’s Director
of Pastoral Care or Staff Chaplain “to evaluate each request for therapeutic abortion.”110
All members of the committee are required to “submit a signed, ritten recommendation
to approve or deny the procedure.” 111 Keith Bruce, BHS’s former VP of Mission and
Ministry, said the hospital must also collect “an affirmation that the parents realize hat
the situation is.”
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The BHS abortion approval process contains a modest exception for emergencies.
“In the case of an emergency,” it states, a leader of the OB-GYN department “or their
designated alternates may give approval for the procedure after the request is received
and revie ed” by a “OB-GYN Clinical Service Representative, in consultation ith
the facility President and Director of Pastoral Care.” It further states that “[r]uptured
membranes in the presence of intrauterine infection does not require application of this
policy.” 112 The policy does not define hat constitutes an “emergency.” It ould appear,
ho ever, that ruptured membranes (in other ords, hen a patient’s ater has broken)
ithout infection—presumably prior to fetal viability or ith another complicating
factor— ould not be sufficient to gain an exemption from the policy.113 Further, even
emergency situations involve some consultation ith administrative leaders, including
the Director of Pastoral Care.
At Baptist Health in Alabama, the system’s medical staff byla s, available online, indicate
that at least t o of the system’s three hospitals regulate the provision of abortion
through a “Therapeutic Termination of Pregnancy Committee” composed of “three
staff physicians, ith the OB/GYN Department Chairman serving as Chairman.” 114 The
committee, hich “consider[s] the medical necessity of the requested termination of
pregnancy,” cannot include the requesting physician.
An OB-GYN ho orked at several different hospitals in his area, including Baptist,
Methodist, and public facilities, said that the religious systems evaluate requests
to perform abortions using “a committee that responds to hether they feel like it’s
acceptable ithin the confines of that institution’s standards.” Another doctor ho
orked at a Baptist facility in Kentucky said that doctors seeking to perform an abortion
had to appeal to an “ethics board to get permission and to prove that the mother’s life is
in danger.”
Several employees of public hospitals also said that abortions ere evaluated by a
committee. While no one told us of religious leaders on these public hospital boards,
they did in some cases include non-specialists. For example, speaking of the abortion
committee at the public hospital in Texas here she orked as a resident, one OB-GYN
lamented: “there are situations here all the faculty is on board ith this [an abortion]
happening for a patient and it’s not approved by people that are not OB-GYN physicians.
They say ‘no, e’re not doing it.’” Similarly, a doctor ho orked at a publicly affiliated
hospital in the Mid est told us that the first person OB-GYNs ere required to call
regarding abortions as someone in risk management—“I don’t kno their actual title
but they are certainly not medical,” she explained. The committee that ultimately decided
on abortions as “comprised of both doctors, ethicists, and la yers. But not everyone
has a medical background and certainly not one in my field. So, my patient is being
judged not by experts in her care, but by some random hospital committee person.”
Aside from the risk that a committee may not approve an abortion, the delays caused by
board revie s can also th art patient care. As one doctor put it, “[i]f the patient as ill—
fever, high blood count—then e had to go to the ethics group. Luckily, the group as
made up of OB-GYNs. Still, it’s another barrier to cross and it delays care.”

“It was very frustrating that this woman
was very sick and very much in need of this
procedure—like one of the most medically
necessary things you can make up in your
mind—and it was not something we could
offer her.”
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A medical resident at a public hospital in Texas told us of a patient ith kidney disease
ho as close to the legal gestational age limit for abortion in Texas at the time. A
clinic had sent her to seek care at a hospital because they “felt uncomfortable doing
[an abortion] outpatient because of her severe medical comorbidities.” The doctor
told us that if this patient had continued her pregnancy, it could have “shorten[ed] her
life significantly.” Nevertheless, the hospital’s burdensome approval process made it
impossible for her to receive abortion care in time at the facility. The doctor explained
that performing the patient’s abortion:
“would have to go through a large review process, where our maternal fetal medicine doctors
would have to go before a committee in the hospital that consists of people in the hospital that
are administrators, high-level—and not even OB-GYN physicians—and they would make a
final decision of whether or not this termination would be approved. And that whole process
takes several weeks, to get everything together and have all these meetings…
What we ended up saying to [the patient] was, ‘we can’t get you this in time, so either you can
establish care here and we will take care of you during your pregnancy as you continue it, or
you need to go elsewhere.’…
It was very frustrating that this woman was very sick and very much in need of this
procedure—like one of the most medically necessary things you can make up in your mind—
and it was not something we could offer her.”
Other hospitals use some hat less onerous processes for regulating abortion, such as
requiring that one or t o non-treating physicians affirm that the reason for performing
an abortion meets the hospital’s standards. For example, Methodist Le Bonheur requires
“the document [sic] recommendation of the primary physician and at least one (1)
consultant, both of hich must be documented on the chart prior to the procedure
being performed.” 115 In the case of an “emergent condition,” the primary physician is still
required to consult a colleague, though documentation of this physician’s concurrence
may be completed ithin 12 hours.116

Individual Application of
Hospital Rules

Whether hospital policies are enforced through an abortion committee or some other
means, multiple doctors told us that the application of system- ide rules on abortion
could vary idely based on the particular providers involved. A former OB-GYN at
a Baptist hospital in Kentucky, for example, told us that the health system’s already
restrictive policies on abortion could be further exacerbated by individual providers’
opposition to abortion. When e asked hether a patient denied abortion care at her
facility ould be told of the system’s religious restrictions, and that they might receive
different care else here, she explained, “it ould depend on ho you had…if you had a
doctor that as anti-choice, they might not give you that option…Many patients are not
educated on the nuances of their choices.”
Another doctor explained that hile the Baptist facility here he orked banned
abortion unless the patient’s life as in danger or there ere other significant risks, “the
individual interpretation obviously is left up to the individual circumstances.” An OB-GYN
orking at an academic medical center in Tennessee told us that the system permitted
abortion if t o physicians “determine that the pregnancy is either non-viable, at high risk
for being non-viable, or that the mother’s life is at risk by staying pregnant,” and that her
colleagues varied in their application of this standard:
“There are some of the high-risk OBs that…require a more stringent definition to meet those
criteria than others…it’s a little bit individual beliefs, but I think it’s more fear of repercussions
and that they’re more afraid of somebody calling them out, license issues, or being arrested than
they are…for the patients.”
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While a fear of arrest may seem far-fetched, Tennessee is one of many states that
have passed extremely strict abortion la s, including a la (blocked as of this riting)
prohibiting abortion because of certain prenatal diagnoses.117
Similarly, a doctor ho orked during medical school at a public hospital in the South
here only medically indicated abortions ere permitted told us providers ere typically
“very, very careful about the rules” imposed by both their hospital and the state. In
some cases, she believed this caution amounted to “an over-interpretation or an overenforcement of the rules to make sure that they ere really, really follo ing the rules so
as not to get in trouble.”
The interplay bet een hospital policies and individual provider decision-making can
make it difficult in some cases to tease out hether a specific plan of care as the result
of general hospital rules or a specific provider. As one doctor explained:
“You have not so much conflicting but overlapping agendas or layers of agendas…An individual
[medical provider]—who they themselves have their own agendas—they can function totally
independently in their own practice and then they are rarely but sometimes affected by hospital
policies when they get into the hospital itself. So then, what you have is—who owns the hospital,
is there a faith base to it, the doctor’s preferences, these are all…issues that have to be balanced
off and ultimately come up with caring for the patient.”

Spotlight on Individual Provider Refusals
Even at hospitals with no restrictions on abortion, patients can face barriers to care
when individual healthcare practitioners refuse to provide services connected to
abortion. In survey responses from providers across the country, as well as interviews
with doctors, we were told of a wide variety of ways in which care was refused by
providers including anesthesiologists, nurses, and even an “OB/GYN surgery scheduler
who refuses to schedule any abortion procedures.”
One survey respondent reported that “anesthesiology once
refused to provide anesthesia for ectopic surgery,” even though
ectopic pregnancies— hich occur hen a fertilized egg implants
outside the uterus—are not viable and can be life-threatening.
Another commented, “it’s so hard to…find an in-person interpreter
ho I trust ho on’t change my ords.” A third said that most
nurses at her facility in the Northeast “ ill not even place our
patients into rooms or get their vitals if they are there for a
possible abortion counseling” visit.
For this reason, Dr. Jamila Perritt critiqued the focus among
reproductive health advocates on policies at religious hospitals,
telling us “I think that there isn’t a lot of understanding about
the fact that it’s not just because this is a Catholic hospital, a
Protestant hospital…It’s also individual providers ho have been
given the blanket ability to decide that they’re not going [to]
care for people in a ay that aligns ith the standard of care

for our profession.” Another doctor ho had orked in hospitals
across the country echoed her, saying “it doesn’t even matter
if the hospital is Catholic or religiously affiliated, you also have
individual people” ho frequently refuse care because of their
personal beliefs, or because they fear violating legal restrictions
on abortion.
The impact of religious medical refusals is often minimized by the
argument that a illing practitioner can easily step in and provide
care. Ho ever logistical issues, especially at smaller facilities, can
make this difficult. One doctor in the Mid est told us: “I am currently
frequently unable to provide medically-indicated abortions at both
[a public and private nonprofit hospital] due to lack of available
anesthesiologists, due to provider beliefs.” Another provider outside
our focus area told us, “ e have several medical assistants… ho
refuse to assist ith any uterine aspiration procedures, hich is the
reason hy e do not offer them.”
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Coordinating care can be especially difficult at facilities
here many people orking throughout the hospital system
have objections to abortion. As Dr. Perritt noted, objections
are common:
“with everybody who may be possibly involved in providing care;
medical students, residents, nursing staff, medical and surgical
assistants. I provide abortion care at an outpatient clinic and we
had a patient in state custody who was being transported from jail,
coming in for her abortion. The driver of the van who was bringing
her to the clinic refused to bring her because they objected morally.
These conscience clauses are put in place and anybody under any
circumstances seems to be under the impression that they can exercise
an objection and impede care for people because they don’t feel like it’s
the right thing.”
One doctor shared a particularly disturbing story about ho an
anti-abortion psychiatrist in her facility— ho ould never be
required to perform an abortion—still managed to impact patient
care during the doctor’s residency in Ohio. When a patient came
to the hospital, she as pregnant and having suicidal thoughts.
“The psychiatrist interviewed her and came out to discuss the case
with the OB team. She told us the patient wasn’t suicidal, but rather,
‘ feticidal,’ and should be discharged to jail. When we argued with her,
she added that the patient had ‘a history of feticidal ideation’ because
she’ d had appointments for an abortion earlier in the pregnancy,
but never went. The hospital ethicist and legal department refused
to intervene.
We couldn’t even transfer her to the university hospital because we
couldn’t give her the diagnosis of ‘suicidal ideation.’”
They wouldn’t let us keep her in the hospital. We discharged her from
the hospital with no help, no support, and told her to follow up with
outpatient resources. She was never seen again. The medical records
in the city’s hospitals were mostly linked, so I could see that she never
presented for care after that. I read obituaries for a long time looking
for her name, scanned local news for updates, and nothing ever came
up. The case haunts me to this day.”

Anti-abortion medical providers ho hold administrative or
supervisory positions can have an outsized impact on the care
provided in their facilities by setting hospital standards and
culture and training medical residents. One doctor orking at
a publicly affiliated institution in the Mid est, for example, said
that most OB-GYNs at her institution ere pro-choice, “it’s just
there’s a couple that also hold some po er that are against it.”
Doctors from the South est and Mid est rote of teaching
physicians at their hospitals that also orked at anti-abortion
crisis pregnancy centers.
A particularly egregious example of this is the case of Dr. Byron
Calhoun, the only fetal-maternal specialist at CAMC Women and
Children’s Hospital in Charleston, West Virginia, and a ellkno n anti-abortion activist. A recent investigative report in
The Lily found six OB-GYN doctors practicing in the Charleston
area ho “see Calhoun’s open antiabortion advocacy and his
medical practice as a conflict ith the potential to harm patients,
especially in a state short on doctors ith his expertise.” 118 The
piece quotes one OB-GYN as commenting, “[t]he footprint he’s
leaving is so much bigger because he’s making an impression
on kids ho are in medical school and residency.” 119 While Dr.
Calhoun may be especially ell kno n, one advocate e spoke to
told us that there ere “a lot of Dr. Calhouns” in the state.

“...we have several
medical assistants…
who refuse to
assist with any
uterine aspiration
procedures, which
is the reason why we
do not offer them.”
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Recommendations
For Policymakers

There are many steps policymakers, including state and local legislatures, governors,
secretaries of state, attorneys general, and public health officials, might take to limit the
harms of religious medical refusals. These could include: making it clear that existing
religious or moral exemption la s should not be read to exempt medical practitioners
from their duty to abide by best practices; limiting the scope of exemption la s
(especially during medical emergencies); ensuring that exemption la s also protect
the conscience rights of medical practitioners ho feel religiously or morally obligated
to provide abortion care; enacting oversight measures for hospital mergers that could
impact access to reproductive healthcare; and (at a minimum) requiring that hospitals
disclose their reproductive care policies to patients.
Measures that have been recently enacted or proposed include those that:
• Empower physi ians: In 2021, Washington enacted the “Protecting Pregnant Patients
Act,” hich states that a healthcare entity may not prohibit health practitioners from
“providing health care services related to complications of pregnancy, including but
not limited to health services related to miscarriage management and treatment for
ectopic pregnancies, in cases in hich failure to provide the service ould violate the
accepted standard of care.” 120
• Mandate are during emergen ies: In 2017, a bill as introduced in Ne Mexico to
require hospitals to provide comprehensive reproductive healthcare during medical
emergencies, regardless of their religious identity.121
• Regulate mergers: In 2021, Oregon passed the “Equal Access to Care Act,” hich
among other things creates a revie process for any healthcare mergers (including
ones involving religiously o ned corporations) that could impact access to
reproductive healthcare.122
• Require noti e: In 2019, Washington enacted a la requiring hospitals to provide
notice of hat reproductive health services are available at their facilities.123
Some la s permitting religious care refusals require providers to notify patients
of their refusal.124
• Mandate are at publi hospitals: Also in Washington, longstanding la s require
“public hospitals that provide maternity benefits, services, or information [to] provide
substantially equivalent abortion benefits, services, and information.” 125

For Advocates & Faith
Communities

Community groups can help inform and advocate for patients ho are vulnerable to
refusals of care at their local hospitals. For example, using this report as a resource,
state and local groups may ish to track policies on abortion at hospitals in their
community, and educate patients about hich facilities restrict access to abortion care,
including during emergencies. These groups can also help to educate pregnant people
about the circumstances under hich they may need abortion in a hospital setting, and
their rights under la s like the Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act, hich
requires hospitals to stabilize patients facing medical emergencies rather than transfer
them to another facility.126 For groups already engaged in this ork in their communities,
e hope this report can help to inform and strengthen their efforts.
Local groups can also ork to change hospital system policies. This report discusses
ho community pressure can motivate hospitals’ decision to restrict abortion. The flip
side of this is that facilities might also respond to pressure in the other direction. Several
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advocates e spoke to mentioned ho even conservative religious institutions could
expand care in response to internal or external pressure. One, for example, pointed
to the establishment of a Medical Students for Choice chapter at Liberty University,
a conservative Evangelical Christian school in Virginia. Others mentioned various
religious medical care sites that ere orking ith advocates to become more culturally
competent at serving LGBTQ patients. Thus, in addition to lobbying policymakers, local
community members should demand that hospital systems eliminate restrictions on
abortion and provide comprehensive reproductive care, especially during emergencies.
There is a particular role for people of faith and religious communities in this ork. Many
religious denominations support the right to comprehensive reproductive healthcare.
This includes large, mainstream faiths such as the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.),127
Reform 128 and Conservative 129 Judaism, the United Church of Christ,130 and the Unitarian
Universalist Association.131 Several religious denominations even hold that the right to
reproductive healthcare is an essential aspect of religious freedom.132 Moreover, even
ithin denominations adamantly opposed to abortion, many individual faith practitioners
support reproductive health and rights.133
Thus, in addition to advocating for best medical practice, religious doctors, patients,
and community members should press for comprehensive reproductive healthcare as a
matter of religious liberty and equality. As researcher Dr. Debra Stulberg put it, people
of faith ho support abortion access “need to have their denominations speak out on
behalf of reproductive rights…in the public square; progressive denominations need to
be given equal footing.” Her research partner Lee Hasselbacher similarly noted, “part of
the solution…is about dra ing on an appeal to diversity and American pluralism and that
in these Protestant hospitals you are also serving people of diverse faiths.”

For Medical Providers
& Researchers

Medical providers are crucial actors hen it comes to mitigating the impact of abortion
restrictions as policy experts on access to reproductive care, advocates ithin their
healthcare institutions, and direct care providers. Especially for doctors ho are no
longer orking at facilities here abortion is restricted (or other ise have some form of
job protection), speaking publicly about care refusals, submitting legislative testimony,
and other ise advocating for improved la s and policies on abortion access and care
refusals can help concretize the real- orld impacts of strict abortion policies.
Doctors are also some of the best-situated voices to push for system-level change from
ithin medical institutions. They have been especially important voices in debates over
proposed mergers that ould impact the provision of reproductive healthcare at their
facilities and the larger community. The first step in addressing abortion restrictions
is understanding them. We spoke to medical providers ho ere una are of their
hospital’s restrictions on care hen they first accepted their positions. Others remained
unclear about the specifics of and reasons for their hospital’s policy even hile orking
there. Healthcare professionals should seek to learn the details of their facility’s policy
on abortion in order to advocate, herever possible, for improved policies that ensure
the best possible care for patients.
Doctors should also learn about their hospital’s policies on abortion so that they can
effectively explain them in advance to any patients ho may be impacted by them, and
help such patients gain access to the care that they need. This may require transferring
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them to another provider, making it crucial that doctors develop a direct referral list to
avoid delays. One doctor ho had seen her patients refused care at religious hospitals
described the ay she no broached the subject ith patients:
“It’s something you have to sort of think of ahead of time…if you think that you are having
complications with ectopic pregnancy, you should probably drive yourself to the emergency
room and go to this hospital, because if you call the ambulance and they take you to the nearest
hospital it might be this other religious hospital and I have no idea what they’re going
to tell you.”
As a last resort, several providers told us about specific strategies and orkarounds
they used to optimize care under restrictive policies. For example, one explained ho
she got around her hospital’s policy on abortion referrals: “I can’t rite in a note that
I’ve documented about a patient that, ‘I gave her information about the local Planned
Parenthood’…So, I give people little scraps of paper ith phone numbers and ebsites
if…I’ve had a conversation ith them about termination and that’s something they’re
seeking.” A doctor in the Mid est recounted ho one attending in her facility “had
her patients rite in their personal letter to the ethics committee requesting a tubal
[ligation]…that the patient ould sue the institution if she ere to get pregnant again
and have a complication after being denied a tubal. These ere al ays approved.”
On the other hand, providers can be so concerned about violating hospital policies that
they over-enforce restrictions on abortion. As Lee Hasselbacher said of a study she did
on hospital abortion policies in Illinois, “[i]t didn’t seem like there ere a lot of providers
ho ere bringing every case and just trying to push the envelope” before abortion
committees. “It definitely felt like providers themselves ere a bit of a gatekeeper.”
To be clear, doctors should not be forced to stretch the limits of their employers’ policies
in order to provide necessary and desired medical care for their patients. In the absence
of other immediate options, ho ever, such tactics are a small ay that doctors practicing
in restrictive settings can improve care. Doctors should also consider advocating
to provide abortion to a ider range of patients before termination of pregnancy
committees ( here this ould not delay treatment).
For researchers, this report points to many other areas for further study, including
more methodical documentation of policies on abortion at secular nonprofit and public
hospitals, and abortion policies outside the U.S. South. We received many reports of
restrictions at hospitals outside the South—in several regions, but especially in the
Mid est—that ere not included in this report, and that are orthy of further research.

For Patients

Our final recommendation is that patients take hatever measures possible to plan and
advocate for their o n medical needs. This may include connecting ith grassroots
organizations (such as the groups listed in the ackno ledgements section of this
report) for support and to fight for policy change. By making this recommendation, e
by no means intend to suggest that the onus should be on patients to ensure that their
healthcare providers ill offer appropriate treatment during an emergency. It should be
the responsibility of policymakers, medical institutions, and doctors—not patients—to
ensure that everyone receives comprehensive care that meets best medical practices.
The current reality, ho ever, is that in facilities here abortion is restricted, patients may
not be clearly informed that certain medical procedures are being ithheld from them,
or that someone ith their condition might be offered an abortion in a different facility.
Thus, hether one’s hospital is a Catholic, Protestant, secular, or even public institution,
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e recommend that all patients ho may need to seek abortion care in a hospital
setting—including those ith planned pregnancies ho could face an unforeseen
complication—attempt to ascertain ahead of time local hospital policies on abortion,
and plan for the unexpected. For example:
• Catholic-affiliated hospitals (some of hich have generic-sounding names like
“Covenant”) may state on their ebsite that they follo the Ethical and Religious
Directives, hich strictly limit abortion.
• Some hospitals post medical staff rules or byla s on their ebsite, and these
documents can include rules around abortion care. Search for terms including
“abortion” and “pregnancy.” Even if a hospital’s policy allo s for abortions to protect
the life or health of a patient, keep in mind that these exceptions may be interpreted
narro ly.
• Regardless of hether or not you can find your hospital’s policy on abortion online,
it can be helpful to ask your doctor if they kno ho medical emergencies are
handled in practice. Rather than directly asking about abortion, it may be more useful
to ask about standards or approaches to certain medical complications that may
necessitate treatment that ends a pregnancy. For example, you may ask: “Have you
ever had a patient hose ater broke early, before the pregnancy could survive? Do
you kno
hat my options ould be at my hospital if that happened?”
If a patient learns that the hospital here they receive OB-GYN care does restrict
abortion during emergencies, they may ish to consider s itching to another facility.
Ho ever, e realize this may not be a possibility for many patients, especially those in
rural communities ith limited options. If nothing else, asking one’s doctor about these
issues, and making it clear that patients are a are of and concerned about hospital
abortion restrictions, can help doctors to advocate ithin their hospitals to expand
access to care.
Patients may also consider hiring a doula to act as an educator and advocate for them
during their pregnancy, and discuss ith their doula in advance the issue of navigating
hospital abortion policies during an emergency.134 Finally, alternative sources of medical
care—such as mid ives and/or self-managed abortion using medication—may help
fill some gaps created by hospital abortion restrictions. Ho ever, these options cannot
replace emergency hospital services in many circumstances.
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Conclusion
At dozens of Protestant hospitals across exas, doctors must get approval
from a committee in order to perform an abortion on a patient facing medical
complications. At a public hospital in Arkansas, fear of losing state funding has
played a role in the facility’s prohibition of most abortion care. State law prohibits
public hospitals in Mississippi from providing abortions, with no exception
for protecting the health of the patient. At a private secular hospital in West
Virginia, the only maternal-fetal medicine specialist for high-risk pregnancies
is a well-known anti-abortion activist. And in hospitals across the U.S. South,
individual OB-GYNs, anesthesiologists, nurses, and hospital support staff refuse
to participate in abortion because it conflicts with their religious beliefs.
Whether due to state la , official hospital policies, informal medical practices, individual
objections, or other factors, patients in hospitals across the U.S. South face barriers to
receiving the full spectrum of reproductive healthcare—even hen medically necessary
to protect their health. This complex eb of restrictions has left patients vulnerable
to having medical procedures delayed or denied. Not only does such treatment fail to
meet the standard of care, it also ignores the fact that patients have their o n religious
or moral vie s that guide their reproductive healthcare decisions, and that should be
prioritized over the beliefs of their care provider.
Since abortions are rarely performed in hospitals absent serious medical conditions,
patients turned a ay from hospitals cannot al ays safely seek care from a reproductive
health clinic. Moreover, obtaining a legal abortion is already extremely difficult in many
states. Texas recently prohibited nearly all abortions, in direct violation of Roe v. Wade.135
Six states, including Mississippi, have only a single abortion clinic.136 With abortion rights
no directly at risk, hospital abortion bans could have an even more severe impact on
patients. With clinics shuttered, patients—including those in crisis— ill have no other
option but to be subject to the policies and restrictions in place at their local hospital, be
it Catholic, Protestant, or secular.
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Research Methods
The findings in this report are the result of a t o-year research project by persons ith expertise in la , policy,
journalism, and public health. We began by reaching out to a list of over 130 different advocates and nonprofit
organizations, most based in the South, compiled from online research. Of these, e conducted background
intervie s by phone ith over 40 advocates and medical providers.
Intervie ees ere affiliated ith a ide range of organizations, including LGBTQ community centers, abortion
funds ( hich provide patients seeking abortion care ith financial and other assistance), reproductive
and sexual health centers, HIV/AIDS advocacy groups, and civil rights la and policy nonprofits. During
these conversations, e asked local advocates and service providers about access to healthcare in their
communities, including hether they kne of religious restrictions on reproductive and gender-affirming care
at Protestant hospitals in their area.
We then created and distributed a survey to medical providers, in compliance ith Columbia University’s
Institutional Revie Board protocol. The survey focused on providers’ experiences ith religious or moral
refusals to provide reproductive care. It asked about both institution- ide policies (such as prohibitions on
abortion care across an entire facility) as ell as refusals by individual providers and staff members. It as
distributed to medical practitioners by several large nonprofit medical associations. Respondents could submit
their ans ers anonymously if they ished, and could also indicate hether they ere open to being contacted
for a follo up intervie .
We received 209 responses, and conducted follo up intervie s ith five doctors. We also conducted
intervie s ith four additional medical providers found outside of the survey, t o health researchers, and t o
patients ho believed they had been denied care due to facility restrictions. Both the survey responses and the
provider and patient intervie s are cited in the report, and nearly all medical providers have requested that they
and their current and former orkplaces be kept anonymous. Some quotations have been very lightly edited to
eliminate filler ords, such as “um,” “like,” “you kno ,” and repeated ords.
Finally, e researched the policies of specific large hospital systems across the South through a combination
of extensive online research and calls to hospital administrators and affiliated religious institutions. We limited
our research to the follo ing states: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. Our initial list of hospital
systems as created by cross-referencing: 1) hospitals that self-reported as “church-controlled” in the most
recent Medicare Hospital Cost Report Data available as of Dec. 2019; 2) hospitals from the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security Hospitals Dataset that had religious names ( e searched for terms including: Baptist,
Methodist, Adventist, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Christian, Saint, and Je ish); and 3) supplemental online research
on religious hospital systems in the South. This list as adjusted over the course of our research as e learned
more about the histories and current religious identities of these systems.
We culled information from a ide range of sources, including religious institutions’ annual reports, byla s, and
ne sletters; hospital joint venture and merger agreements; staff rules and benefits policies; IRS tax filings; and
hospital press releases and industry ne s ebsites. We attempted to speak to one or more representatives
of every hospital system mentioned in the report at least once. These representatives included members
of the hospital systems’ pastoral care, mission and ministry, and communications departments. We also
called representatives of affiliated religious organizations, such as local Baptist conventions or Methodist
conferences, for most hospital systems.
By using a range of research methods and seeking input and information from local community leaders,
individual medical providers, hospital administrators, and affiliated religious institutions, e sought to provide a
broad account of the barriers to reproductive healthcare at hospitals in the U.S. South.
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Appendix of Protestant Hospital Systems
Texas
Baylor S ott & White
Affiliations

Baptist General Convention of Texas (BGCT, aka Texas Baptists)

Overview

Baylor Scott & White (BSW) is the largest not-for-profit healthcare system in the state of Texas ith 52 o ned,
operated, joint-ventured and affiliated hospitals across the state.137 As one BGCT document states, “[i]f its
service area ere a state, it ould be the eighth largest, providing care to a population larger than that of Georgia.”138
The BSW system formed in 2013 from the merger of t o Texas healthcare systems, one of hich (Baylor) as
affiliated ith Texas Baptists.139 When the merger as announced in the 2014 edition of Texas Baptists’ annual
Book of Reports, the Convention noted that the ne organization ould “continue to be a Christian ministry of
healing.”140

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to Mark Grace, former Chief Mission and Ministry Officer for BSW.
The Medical Staff Rules and Regulations for BSW-affiliated Hillcrest Medical Center, available online, affirm
Grace’s understanding of BSW’s abortion policy.
EXCEPTIONS: According to Grace, BSW permits abortion “in four instances: that of life of the mother…rape,
incest, and lethal fetal anomalies” in hich the “infant ould not be expected to live outside the omb.”
PROCESS: Any instance here an abortion is being considered is revie ed by a panel. “Typically, it ould be
the chief of OB-GYN along ith a representative from nursing,” Grace explained; in some cases, there “could
be a member of the hospital ethics committee, and then a chaplain ould be a part of that team…not as a
spokesperson for the religious institution but as someone ho’s looking at the emotional and spiritual ellbeing
of that person.”
The Medical Staff Rules and Regulations for Hillcrest Medical Center state: “[a]ll cases in hich termination
of pregnancy is contemplated ill be referred to the Termination of Pregnancy Committee for revie and
justification or denial.”141
TRAINING/EDUCATION: “Training in elective termination of pregnancy is not offered” to residents on
BSW campuses.142

Governan e poli y

BSW confirmed that the BGCT appoints 25% of trustees to the board of BSW-affiliated Baylor Health Care System.143

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

BSW’s 2020 employee health plan summary states that the plan does not cover “[a]ny procedures or treatments
designed to alter physical characteristics of a participant from the participant’s biologically determined sex to
those of another sex, regardless of any diagnosis of gender role disorientation or psychosexual orientation” or
any “studies, treatment, or counseling related to sex transformation.”144

Other

TEXAS BAPTISTS: All hospitals affiliated ith Texas Baptists submit an annual report to the convention.
Included in that report is data on the number of chaplains employed by the system, the number of
orship services conducted and patient visits by chaplains, and the number of “professions of faith” and
“rededications/recommitments” that occurred over the year.145 In 2017, BSW boasted that their chaplains had
“recorded 269,197 pastoral encounters, an increase of 12 percent.”146
The leaders of BGCT-affiliated institutions typically meet periodically ith the leaders of the Convention to
provide updates and may attend or speak at the organization’s annual convention. Texas Baptists operates
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an Institutional Relations Committee hose mission is “to give broad oversight of the institutions related to
the Convention.” 147 The extent of this committee’s control over affiliated health systems is not clear; hen e
contacted the BGCT to inquire more about this committee’s responsibilities, e ere referred to the health systems.
Finally, the Texas Baptists’ Constitution requires the board of any affiliated institution to “submit any and all
changes or amendments to the institution’s charter to the Executive Board for approval. Any changes that
significantly alter the mission of the institution or the institution’s relationship to [BGCT] shall be referred to
the Convention for approval.” While it is not clear ho many hospital systems are still subject to this approval
requirement, it has offered BGCT leverage in negotiations involving affiliated hospitals.
OTHER: The BSW system employs a Chief Mission and Ministry Officer, ho is responsible for managing the
hospital’s pastoral care department, religious programming for both patients and staff, and integrating “mission
and ministry across the entire health care system.”148 The former BSW employee in this position told us he
believed that advocating for “ hole person care” means infusing “spiritual care throughout the system.”
The Office of Mission & Ministry runs a pastoral education program and provides pastoral care to patients. The
office employs “nearly 150 chaplains and support staff,” making it “the largest employer of chaplains in the
state of Texas.”149 The office also houses the “Faith in Action Initiatives” to support international medical mission
trips, train members of religious congregations to be community caregivers, hold events and ebinars, such as
one titled “Male and Paternal Roles in Times of a Pandemic,” and other programs.150
More generally, BSW appears to embrace a larger Christian culture. Jim Turner, Chair of the BSW Holdings
Board of Trustees, explained in a video, “[o]ne of the mainstays of our mission statement is to provide Christian
healing and Christian care in a Christian environment, and that’s something e’ll never lose sight of. We talk
about that every day, every meeting.”151
Texas Baptists financially supports religious programs at BSW, including—according to Mark Grace—by
donating $173,000 each year to t o hospitals for spiritual care efforts.

Texas Health Resour es
Affiliations

Central Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church
Grace Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church (USA)

Overview

With 23 hospitals across the state,152 Texas Health Resources as created in 1997 out of the merger of three
hospital systems, including a Methodist and a Presbyterian system.153

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n; Texas Health Resources declined to ans er questions about its policy on abortion care.

Governan e poli y

The bishop of the Central Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church (CTCUMC) and the general
presbyter of the Grace Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church (USA)—or their designees—serve as ex-officio
members on the system’s 14-person board, according to a 2015 Texas Health Resources report.154 While the
system declined to confirm hether this policy as still in place, CTUMC’s ebsite references ex officio board
membership as recently as 2020.155

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

The 2021 benefits handbook for employees of Texas Health Resources excludes coverage for “[s]ex
transformation operations and related services.”156

Other

In 2015, the hospital system’s pastoral care department “[c]reated a Founding Traditions Advisory Council to
maintain a vital relationship ith Grace Presbytery and the Central Texas and North Texas Conferences of the
United Methodist Church.”157 We ere unable to follo up ith the system for more information on that council.
As an affiliated institution, Texas Health Resources submits annual reports to CTCUMC. The 2020 report noted
that the system’s pastoral care department had 64,356 patient encounters.158
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Baptist Health System
Affiliations

Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio
Formerly affiliated ith Baptist General Convention of Texas (aka Texas Baptists)

Overview

Baptist Health System (BHS) has 16 hospitals around the San Antonio area, including specialty and “micro”
hospitals.159 BHS as sold by Texas Baptists to the for-profit Vanguard (no Tenet) in 2003 and the proceeds
ere used to create the Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio.

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to a ritten policy sent to us by Keith Bruce, BHS’s former Vice
President of Mission and Ministry. He explained that “one of the terms of the sale” of BHS to Vanguard, and
later Tenet, “ as to maintain an abortion policy consistent ith the Baptist vie ,” a practice he called “pretty
standard.” The ritten policy explains that “[i]n keeping ith the ethics and values of the Baptist General
Convention of Texas…the Baptist Health System does not provide elective abortions.” 160
EXCEPTIONS: Abortion is only permitted in cases here the pregnancy resulted from rape or incest; here
there is a “severe fetal abnormality hich is incompatible ith life”; or here “medically necessary to avert the
patient’s death or a serious risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function,
other than a psychological condition.”161
PROCESS: When a doctor believes that an abortion is necessary, the head of the hospital OB-GYN department
appoints an “ad hoc committee” consisting of t o obstetricians and the facility’s Director of Pastoral Care or
Staff Chaplain “to evaluate each request for therapeutic abortion.”162 All members of the committee are then
required to “submit a signed, ritten recommendation to approve or deny the procedure.”163 Bruce said the
hospital must also collect “an affirmation that the parents realize hat the situation is.”
The BHS abortion approval process contains a modest exception for emergencies. “In the case of an
emergency,” it states, a leader of the OB-GYN department “or their designated alternates may give approval
for the procedure after the request is received and revie ed” by an “OB-GYN Clinical Service Representative,
in consultation ith the facility President and Director of Pastoral Care.” It further states that “[r]uptured
membranes in the presence of intrauterine infection does not require application of this policy.”164
OTHER RESTRICTIONS: BHS’s religious identity may also impact the type of abortion procedure performed.
Bruce told us that the hospital system “ ould never do a, I’m going to be crass here, a suck-em-out type
of abortion. Really hat e do ould be an induction of labor and things of that nature.” He believed this
preference for inductions as due to the hospital’s religious beliefs, though also suggested there might be a
medical reason for the practice.

Governan e poli y

Texas Baptists has been able to retain an indirect relationship ith BHS after it as sold to the for-profit
Vanguard in 2003, and later hen Vanguard as taken over by Tenet in 2013.165 Keith Bruce as orking at
BGCT hen BHS experienced a financial crisis. Under its charter, the health system first had to seek approval
from the Convention to merge ith the for-profit company and solve its financial oes. Bruce explained that,
after some negotiation, Texas Baptists “reluctantly eventually approved that. I as able to get it through.”
The 2014 Texas Baptists Book of Reports notes that though the system “transitioned…to ‘for profit’ status, it
continues to function as a faith-based healthcare ministry in the Baptist tradition.”166
Proceeds from the initial sale to Vanguard ere used to create the Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio,
hich distributes grants to health-related nonprofits in Texas.167 While BHS itself is no longer listed as an
affiliate on the Texas Baptists’ ebsite, Baptist Health Foundation is, and Texas Baptists selects over half of the
Foundation’s trustees.168 The Foundation, in turn, nominates three of the seven members of BHS’s local board
(as opposed to the board for the entire Tenet corporation), according to Bruce. 169
As BHS’s 2016 report to Texas Baptists explained: “Baptist Health System, hich is no a part of Tenet
Healthcare, remains committed to its historic faith-based values and ministry…A meaningful connection ith
the BGCT is maintained through a significant percentage of local Baptist trustees ho are elected by the
Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio.”170
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Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Keith Bruce told us that he did not believe that gender-affirming services ere provided at BHS facilities. He
explained, “I don’t kno that any of our rules…have really kept up ith that to be quite honest,” though he had
recently discussed the issue ith the hospitals’ chaplains.
Bruce said that offering transition-related services “ ould be something I think e ould have to look at and
consider.” He noted, “I think generally for the Baptist faith that ould be something that ould not be looked
upon positively.”

Other

According to Keith Bruce, ministerial employees at BHS play a part in the hospital’s ethical determinations
beyond the issue of abortion. “Our chaplains are co-chairs at each hospital’s ethics committee,” he explained,
“and system- ide one of our chaplain directors serves as director of ethics for the system. And so, our ethics
policy very much involves pastoral care.”
In addition to nominating BHS board members, Baptist Health Foundation of San Antonio also imposes some
requirements on BHS/Tenet as a condition of keeping the ord “Baptist” in the system’s name. Brent Salter,
program director at the Foundation, confirmed this relationship, explaining that “ e help define hat that
ord Baptist means, and e put some requirements on the hospitals for them to use that ord since it’s our
branding…there has to be a spiritual nature to the organization if they’re going to use the ord ‘Baptist’ on the
building.”
Specifically, according to an article in The Baptist Standard, “to continue to use the ‘Baptist’ name” BHS as
required to “maintain and enhance chaplaincy ministries…provide charity care at no less than the 2002 level
and maintain strict policies against abortions in keeping ith BGCT positions.”171 In a document filed ith
the SEC, Vanguard promised to “maintain and expand…the Baptist mission and approach to health care that
BHS has historically used,” and agreed to limits on its ability to “make any change in…abortion or sterilization
policies of the acquired hospitals.” 172
As a condition of its sale, BHS is additionally required to house a mission and ministry division, hich is
“charged to nurture and develop the faith-based ethos of the [hospital] system”173 and hich, e ere told,
must be headed by a Baptist.
Finally, BHS also operates a mission and ministry committee, hich is “charged ith giving oversight to the
faith-based ministry of BHS” and makes recommendations to the system’s board.174 Keith Bruce explained
that this committee is made up of seven members. Three are appointed by the Foundation board and four are
selected by the head of the mission and ministry division and presented to the Foundation for approval. “All of
those members are Baptist,” Bruce explained, “except for one that is an at large member representing another
denomination, because e anted to make sure e had at least some representation from the larger Christian
community.” One member of this committee serves on the local BHS board, maintaining a link bet een the t o
bodies.
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Methodist Health System
Affiliations

North Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church

Overview

No an 11-hospital system (including specialty hospitals),175 the flagship facility of Methodist Health System
(MHS) in Texas—Dallas Methodist Hospital— as founded by Methodist ministers in 1927.

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Rev. Caesar Rentie, Vice President for Pastoral Services at MHS, told us that the system does not
restrict abortion in its facilities: “for an elective procedure it ould be bet een the patient and their physician...
e haven’t taken a formal stance.”
Rentie also said, ho ever, that the system ould “align ourselves” ith the stance on abortion adopted in the
Methodist Book of Discipline. This states that hile “tragic conflicts of life ith life…may justify abortion…[ ]e
cannot affirm abortion as an acceptable means of birth control.”176
Contacted for confirmation, MHS’s public relations department told us that the information provided by Rentie
as not “entirely accurate,” but declined to disclose the system’s actual policy on abortion, aside from stating
that MHS performs abortions “in compliance ith Texas la s and regulations.”

Governan e poli y

MHS’s covenant agreement ith the North Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church (NTCUMC) states
that the Conference “cannot make decisions of governance for” MHS.177 While there are several Methodist
reverends on the Board of Trustees,178 Rev. Caesar Rentie told us that this is not a formal requirement. Rather,
he explained, “it’s the ay that e maintain the relationship ith the North Texas Conference.”
A recent tax filing states that “representatives of the Conference participate in the process of approving the list
of persons nominated to the MHS Board and any amendments to MHS’s byla s.”179 MHS organizational charts
from 2014 and 2017 also reference a NTCUMC “Advisory Board Appointment” entity.180

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Rev. Caesar Rentie said he did not kno

Other

MHS’s covenant ith NTCUMC imposes several duties on the hospital system, including that “the policies and
personnel of Hospitals exhibit the characteristics of the Christian faith” and that it “commit to the fullest extent
possible the resources of Hospitals in the provision of educational, religious and health care programs and
services for both ministers and lay people.”181

hether MHS provides gender-affirming care.

Rev. Caesar Rentie said that the health system reports to the North Texas Conference annually. In addition, if
MHS ere dissolved, the system’s assets ould go to the Conference.

Methodist Health are
Affiliations

Rio Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church

Overview

Methodist Healthcare is no San Antonio’s second largest private employer and the largest health system in South
Texas, ith 9 hospitals in or near San Antonio, Texas.182 The system’s founding hospital as chartered in 1955 by the
South est Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church, no

the Rio Texas Conference (RTC).183

As a result of a 1995 joint partnership agreement, o nership of Methodist Healthcare is no equally split
bet een the for-profit company HCA and the RTC-affiliated nonprofit Methodist Healthcare Ministries (MHM).
Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n;
on abortion care.

e

ere unable to find any relevant documents or reach this system to discuss its policy
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Governan e poli y

According to a consolidated financial report for MHM, its board members are approved annually by the
RTC, and “at least 60% of the Board must be members of The United Methodist Church.” 184 RTC conference
documents sho that there are several ex officio members of the MHM board, including the Bishop of the
RTC.185 MHM, in turn, appoints 50% of the members of the Methodist Healthcare Board of Governors, including
its chair, hile HCA appoints the other half.186

St. David’s Health are
Affiliations

St. David’s Foundation

Overview

Originally founded by a Rector of St. David’s Episcopal Church,187 St. David’s Healthcare (SDH) no
8 hospitals (including specialty hospitals) in the Austin area.188

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to the medical staff byla s, available on SDH’s
byla s state: “Convenience abortions ill not be performed at the Medical Center.”189

has

ebsite. The

Rev. Chuck Tread ell, Rector of St. David’s Episcopal Church and member of the St. David’s Foundation Board
of Trustees, clarified that this policy as “not based on the teachings of the Episcopal Church in any formal ay
that I kno of,” noting that the Church did not have “any input into the ethical guidelines” of the health system.
PROCESS: According to SDH’s medical byla s, “Except in emergencies, and except for those members of the
Medical Staff ho have major privileges, consultation ith an appropriate member of the Medical Staff ho has
major privileges shall be required in all cases in hich the patient is not a good risk. This includes all curettages
or other operations hich may interrupt a kno n, suspected or possible pregnancy (excluding curettage for
incomplete abortion).” We reached out to an administrator at SDH for additional information, but ere unable to
reach him.
Governan e poli y

The relationship bet een SDH and its founding church is no minimal and indirect. According to Rev. Tread ell,
“the only remaining relationship that I’m a are of bet een…the parish and the hospital is that the Rector has a
seat on the Foundation board.” According to the Foundation’s ebsite, it in turn “o ns a controlling interest in
St. David’s Healthcare.”

Houston Methodist
Affiliations

Texas Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church

Overview

Houston Methodist, ith 7 hospitals,190 as sold to the Texas Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South by its founders in the 1920s, and is no affiliated ith the Texas Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church (TXC).191

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to Rev. Charles Millikan, Vice President for Spiritual Care and
Values Integration at Houston Methodist.
EXCEPTIONS: Intervie ed shortly after Texas’s S.B. 8 ent into effect, prohibiting nearly all abortions in
the state, Rev. Millikan assured us that the hospital system as in compliance ith that la . “Until recently,”
ho ever, he explained, “abortions ere offered for only t o reasons.” These included here the fetus had an
anomaly “that ould not allo them to live longer than 28 days, hich had to be proven” or here “the life of
the mother as in danger.”
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PROCESS: Rev. Millikan said that he as on the committee that considered requests to perform abortions at
Houston Methodist. “I am the only person ho’s not a physician that’s on that committee,” he explained. “And
every time one of these presented itself in the past, the mission as read, the statements ere read, and there
had to be scientific…proof” that one of the t o exceptions outlined above as met.
“Every abortion that is…given here at the hospital has to come before this committee of hich I’m on,” Millikan
continued. If he is not available, the director of spiritual care for the system – also an elder in the Texas
Conference - serves as his alternate: “If I’m not on, she’s on. There’s never a meeting ithout us.”
Governan e poli y

Under the hospital system’s byla s, the Governance Committee of the Houston Methodist Board of Directors
presents board nominations for annual approval by the TXC.192 According to recent tax documents, the board
must contain a “sufficient number” of members of the United Methodist Church, and four Methodist ministers –
including the Bishop of TXC – must be on the board.193 Rev. Charles Millikan clarified, “[a]s an extension of the
Texas Annual Conference e’re in compliance ith the Book of Discipline hich says that e should have…60%
of our board…as United Methodists, either as clergy or as laity.”
In addition, Rev. Millikan said he has had “some input” in the selection of individual hospital advisory board
members in that he orked “ ith each of the [hospital] CEOs in the selection of some of those directors from
time to time.” These members need not be Methodist.

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

A 2019 health plan for Houston Methodist employees, available online, covers hormone therapy, but not hat
the plan deems “[c]osmetic procedures” such as “[s]ex transformation operations and related services” [sic].194

Other

Houston Methodist provides institutional reports to the Texas Conference. Rev. Millikan also said that the
system contributes funds to the Conference in the form of subsidized care for UMC ministers.

Covenant Health
Affiliations

North est Texas Conference of The United Methodist

Overview

Covenant Health, ith 6 hospitals (including specialty hospitals)195 based around Lubbock, Texas, as founded
in 1998 through the merger of the Lubbock Methodist Hospital System (LMHS) and a Catholic system.196

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted at Covenant hich, because of its merger
Catholic Ethical and Religious Directives (ERDs).

Governan e poli y

Since the merger, LMHS has retained its o n board, hich “revie s the ork” of Covenant, including by
“assuring compliance” ith the merger agreement bet een the t o systems.197 LMHS’s 23-member board is
approved by the North est Texas Conference of The United Methodist Church (NWTX), and 60% of this board
must be Methodist. The NWTX Conference is also responsible for approving changes to LMHS’s articles of
incorporation or byla s.198

ith a Catholic system, follo s the

The Board of Directors for Covenant is comprised of 19 members, including eight appointed by LMHS
approval from the NWTX Conference.199 Another eight are appointed by the Catholic system.

ith

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

There have been documented denials of transition-related care, such as hysterectomies, at hospitals operating
under the ERDs.

Other

Covenant Health provides reports to the NWTX Conference and, in addition to the Catholic ERDs, operates in
accordance ith the Book of Discipline of The United Methodist Church. 200
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Valley Baptist Health System
Affiliations

Formerly affiliated

ith Baptist General Convention of Texas (aka Texas Baptists)

Overview

Valley Baptist Health System (VBHS) is a small system including 2 hospitals and 3 “micro” hospitals 201 in
southern Texas, near the border ith Mexico. The system entered into a joint venture ith the for-profit entity
Vanguard in 2011— hich as sold to Tenet Healthcare the follo ing year—and in 2015 Tenet purchased the
remainder of the joint venture, making it the 100% o ner of VBHS. 202

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to an administrator ho spoke to us on the condition of
anonymity. While a ritten policy on abortion existed, the administrator explained that it could not be
shared. The hospital’s communications department declined to provide any further detail. An asset purchase
agreement bet een Valley Baptist and the for-profit company Vanguard from 2011 states that Vanguard “ ill
maintain Seller’s current policies on therapeutic abortion and sterilization.”203
EXCEPTIONS: An administrator at Valley Baptist Health System told us that abortions may be performed in the
case of a medical emergency.

Governan e poli y

While VBHS is still listed as an institutional affiliate on Texas Baptists’
by Tenet and the Convention does not appoint members of its board.

ebsite, the system is no

fully o ned

An administrator told us that in addition to Tenet’s board, there are local advisory boards for each VBHS
hospital. Advisory board are made up of community members and physicians, among others. While the board
used to have a requirement that members be Baptist, the administrator told us that this rule has long since
been eliminated.
Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

An administrator said he as unsure if VBHS provided transition-related care for trans patients or if there
any ritten policy on such care.

Other

An asset purchase agreement bet een Valley Baptist and Vanguard from 2011 notes that the agreement as
approved by Texas Baptists and contains several conditions of sale related to the system’s religious mission. 204
For example, the agreement requires Vanguard to “maintain the Baptist mission and Christ-centered approach”
to conducting hospital business and to continue to employ a Vice President of Ministries. 205

as

The 2012 Texas Baptists’ Annual announced the change in VBHS’s o nership and stated that the denomination
“look[s] for ard to a fruitful relationship that enables us all to better fulfill our Christian and healing mission.”206
Valley Baptists’ ebsite continues to state that its mission “is to help people achieve health for life through
compassionate service inspired by faith.” 207

Hendri k Health
Affiliations

Baptist General Convention of Texas (aka Texas Baptists)

Overview

The Hendrick Health system comprises 5 hospitals (including children’s and specialty hospitals) in or near
Abilene, Texas. 208

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Bruce Lampert, Director of Pastoral Care at Hendrick Health, told us that hen he as on the
board for the system in the 1980s there as a policy that only “therapeutic,” not “elective” abortions could be
performed. When e reached out to the system for additional detail, a representative told us only that
“[c]onsistent ith Texas la and our faith-based legacy, Hendrick Health continues its longstanding policy to
prohibit elective abortions.”
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A Hendrick policy on informed consent, last revised in 2016, states: “[i]f the procedure contemplated involves
a termination of pregnancy or a sterilization allo ed under hospital policies, the consent of the spouse of the
patient is desirable, although not required. If the patient is unmarried and the procedure contemplated involves
a termination of pregnancy , the consent of the father of the unborn child is desirable, although not required.”209
PROCESS: According to Lampert, during his board tenure, t o physicians
to approve any termination of pregnancy.

ho

ere not partners

ere required

Governan e poli y

Texas Baptists is responsible for nominating a majority of the members of Hendrick’s board of trustees (a 2016
tax filing said at least 75%). 210 Bruce Lampert, responsible for maintaining Hendrick’s relationship ith the state
convention, believed that three-quarters of the board is required to belong to a church that participates in
Texas Baptists. The remaining quarter may be members of Baptist churches unaffiliated ith Texas Baptists.

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

When asked about transition-related care, Bruce Lampert responded: “I don’t think
sure hat the policy on that is.”

e offer that no …I’m not

While the employee health insurance policy for Hendrick Health does not expressly mention gender transition,
some related treatments—such as mastectomy for any condition other than breast cancer and most craniofacial surgery—are not covered. 211
Other

TEXAS BAPTISTS: See information included for Baylor Scott & White system on BGCT-affiliated systems.
Hendrick Health’s submission to the 2020 Book of Reports noted that “hospital chaplains conduct eekly
chapel services and deliver daily inspirational messages through hospital media. Bible verses placed in the
hall ays remind us of our spiritual mooring.” In addition, according to the system’s ebsite, daily devotional
thoughts are offered over Hendrick Medical Centers’ public address systems and a scripture card is placed on
each patient’s breakfast tray. 212

Baptist Hospital of Southeast Texas
Affiliations

Baptist General Convention of Texas (aka Texas Baptists)

Overview

Baptist Hospital of Southeast Texas (BHSET), hose mission is to provide “quality healthcare and sacred
in a Christian environment,” has 1 hospital in Beaumont, Texas. 213

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to David Cross, Director of Pastoral Care. “We are pretty much the
same as the other Baptist hospitals that I kno of,” he explained, “[ ]e don’t perform abortions on demand.”

ork

EXCEPTIONS: According to Cross, doctors at BHSET hospitals (at least prior to S.B. 8) ere allo ed to perform
abortions to save the life of the patient and in the case of pregnancy resulting from incest or rape.
Governan e poli y

According to David Cross, Texas Baptists nominates half the board of trustees for BHSET. The other half is
nominated by the nonprofit Community Hospital Corporation (CHC), hich has been affiliated ith BHSET since
2000. 214
That said, Cross told us that in practice – at least under CHC’s prior CEO – Texas Baptists ould select all the
trustees. The past CEO “ ould allo all of the trustees on the Baptist General Convention of Texas side of the
trustee board to, hen their terms terminated and they ere to rotate off the board…rotate over on to the CHC
side. And in [the CEO’s] ords, that ay, the BGCT elects all of them…he preferred that the churches actually
elect the trustees, and they can serve just as ell on his [the CEO’s] side.”
The system’s 2019 tax filing states that half its voting board members “shall be members of the Baptist
denomination unless prohibited byla [sic].”215 An annual report submitted to Texas Baptists explains that
BHSET’s “Christian emphasis is exemplified through the interrelationships of the organization’s management,
the 1,500 employees and the presence and participation of the Chaplaincy in the healing process.”216
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Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Asked hether BHSET offered hormone therapy or transition surgery, David Cross said that he had never heard
of it, adding “I don’t kno anything about it.”

Other

TEXAS BAPTISTS: See information included for the Baylor Scott & White system on BGCT-affiliated systems.

Arkansas
Baptist Health
Affiliations

No formal affiliations

ith religious institutions.

Overview

With 11 hospitals and 8 emergency departments, Baptist Health is the largest not-for-profit healthcare
organization based in Arkansas. 217 The Arkansas state convention disaffiliated ith Baptist Health in 1966,
freeing the hospital from convention rules that, at the time, restricted the acceptance of federal grants. 218

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion as restricted at Baptist Health as of 2006, according to a federal court opinion. Emails
and voicemails to the public relations department and Senior Chaplain to further discuss the system’s policies
ere not returned.
PROCESS: The 2006 judicial opinion states that “[e]lective abortions cannot be performed at Baptist Health,
and clinical abortions require the unanimous consent of t o physicians and one Baptist chaplain.”

Governan e poli y

Baptist Health appears to have a meaningful Baptist identity despite no longer having a formal relationship ith
the state convention. Several financial documents found on an Arkansas-based financial services firm ebsite
and dated as recently as 2019 all contain text explaining that the “members” of Baptist Health—responsible
for electing the Board of Trustees 219 —are “required by the Constitution and By-La s of Baptist Health to be
active members of a Baptist church. Eighty percent (80%) of the members must be active members of a Baptist
Church in Arkansas that is affiliated ith the Arkansas Baptist State Convention.”220
A federal court opinion in 2006 further stated that the system’s board of directors had to be members of
Baptist churches. Outreach to Baptist Health representatives for more recent information as not returned.

Other

A 2006 federal court opinion noted that—at least at that time—“Baptist Health requires its CEO…and its
chaplains to be members of Baptist churches. Baptist Health’s management is instructed to follo religious
principles…if Baptist principles and secular medicine conflict, Baptist principles control.”221

Arkansas Methodist Medi al Center
Affiliations

First United Methodist Church of Paragould

Overview

Arkansas Methodist Medical Center (AMMC) is a community hospital based in Paragould, Arkansas.

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n. Asked about the hospital’s policies on abortion and gender-affirming care, Rev. Dane
Womack, Senior Pastor at First United Methodist Church of Paragould and a member of the Board of Directors
at AMMC, said: “I have never heard any conversations around those topics.” He continued, “ e’re a pretty small
regional hospital. We’re not typically dealing ith those sorts of cutting-edge issues.”
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Governan e poli y

Rev. Dane Womack told us that he understands the AMMC byla s to contain “a requirement that someone in
leadership ith the Methodist Church serve on the Board of Directors.” He explained that the specific UMC
representative on the board has changed over time: “for a hile, the District Superintendent in this part of
the state as ritten into the byla s to serve on the board of directors. But the conferences have changed,
districts have changed, there are fe er District Superintendents. They’re not living here or nearby, like they
used to be. And so, they transitioned to the Senior Pastor of the local First United Methodist Church no serves
on the Board of Directors.”
Other than this position, he said the relationship bet een the Methodist Church and the health system is
“primarily historical and in name...to my kno ledge there’s no formal, legal relationship” bet een AMMC and the
UMC or the Arkansas Conference of the UMC.”

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

See information above on AMMC’s abortion policy.

Other

Asked hether his role on the board included any oversight over pastoral care, Rev. Dane Womack said “I’m just
a regular board member…my role on the board doesn’t come ith particular responsibility or oversight.”
Womack also said that he served on an ad hoc ethics committee created to respond to the COVID pandemic,
but that this committee as not guided by Methodist ethics or teachings.

Kentucky
Baptist Health
Affiliations

Kentucky Baptist Convention

Overview

With 9 hospitals (including a long-term acute care hospital) in Kentucky, Baptist Health (legally “Baptist
Healthcare System” 222) is the largest not-for-profit health system in the state. 223

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to an OB-GYN ho orked at a Baptist Health hospital. This
doctor said that hen the policy prohibiting abortion as disclosed to her after she joined the hospital, it as
tied to the system’s Baptist mission. Baptist Health’s public relations department did not confirm the policy or
provide additional information.
EXCEPTIONS: Abortion is allo ed if necessary to save a patient’s life. An OB-GYN ho had orked at Baptist
Health recalls that, in practice, this policy could result in patients hose ater broke before fetal viability
having to be transferred to another hospital or aiting until they became infected to receive abortion care. She
explained, “ e ould have to transfer the patient to another hospital if she decided she didn’t ant to continue
the pregnancy and there as no sign of her being infected or having her life at risk, because they ould not
approve that.”
PROCESS: The OB-GYN e spoke to said that doctors are required to go to an ethics board comprised of OBGYNs “to get permission and to prove that the mother’s life is in danger.”

Governan e poli y

The latest version of the system’s articles of incorporation, dated 2019 and available on the Kentucky Secretary
of State ebsite, contains a requirement that 25% of the system’s board of directors “be Baptist,” not including
the CEO. 224 This percentage as lo ered from 60% in 2018. 225 The articles state that part of Baptist Health’s
purpose is “to do deeds of benevolence and Christian charity to sick and afflicted, and…to administer, in the
name of Christ, to their spiritual needs.”226
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While Baptist Health is included as an affiliated institution in the Kentucky Baptist Convention’s 2019 annual
meeting report, 227 an employee of the Convention told us that their remaining ties ith the health system are
minimal. They said that the Convention does not appoint or nominate members of Baptist Health’s board of
directors, or play any management or oversight role over the system.
Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

On its ebsite, Baptist Health advertises an employee ho “provides primary care to almost 250 transgender
patients ho travel in from all parts of KY and Southern Indiana.”228

Other

The Kentucky Baptist Convention has made small donations to the Baptist Health system, receives annual
reports from Baptist Health, and collaborates ith the system on a yearly retreat for ministers. 229

Dea oness

(formerly Methodist Health)
Affiliations

Formerly affiliated

ith the Kentucky Conference of the United Methodist Church.

Overview

Based in Indiana, Deaconess acquired the Methodist Health system in Kentucky in 2020. Deaconess, hich
no has 3 hospitals in the state, 230 has its o n religious roots, having been founded by Protestant ministers
and laymen in 1892. 231

Abortion poli y

Summary: Unkno n; e ere unable to find any relevant documents on the system’s abortion policy, and
questions on this subject did not receive replies. Ho ever, Deaconess Women’s Hospital in Indiana reported to
the state that it performed only t o abortions in 2020, suggesting that the system may regulate abortion care. 232

Governan e poli y

In 2018, the Kentucky Conference of the United Methodist Church approved an affiliation agreement bet een
Methodist Health and Deaconess. 233 As a result of the affiliation, the Kentucky Conference received financial
compensation along ith the promise of ten years of annual funding to the Methodist Health Support Fund,
managed and administered by the advisory board of Methodist Hospital, “for health-career education,
scholarships and training programs.”234 According to ne s articles, the affiliation also meant “cutting ties ith
the Methodist Church” 235 —though the 2020 Methodist Hospital advisory board included four UMC-affiliated
church leaders. 236

Norton Health are
Affiliations

Episcopal Church, Diocese of Kentucky
Kentucky Conference of the United Methodist Church
Indiana-Kentucky Conference of the United Church of Christ

Overview

With 6 hospitals (including children’s hospitals) in Kentucky, 237 facilities that are no part of Norton Healthcare
ere established by members of the Episcopal Church, United Methodist Church, United Church of Christ,
Roman Catholic Church, and Presbyterian church. 238

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n;
on abortion care.

e

ere unable to find any relevant documents or reach the system to discuss its policy

Ho ever, an OB-GYN ho orked at Norton years ago told us that doctors “used to be able to do terminations
for our private patients in the hospital,” but “you just can’t do that anymore…there became this fear and
backlash that they didn’t ant people to kno and that there ould be protesters.” Rather than the system
adopting a ne policy explicitly banning abortion, the doctor described a more informal change in practice over
the course of her tenure: “It asn’t like an outright, ‘We don’t’…It as just more of a cultural shift.”
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Notably, the denominations affiliated ith Norton have idely varying vie s on abortion from very
conservative (the Roman Catholic Church) to liberal (the United Church of Christ).
Governan e poli y

According to Carol Fout-Zignani, the director of Norton Faith and Health Ministries, Norton’s Board of Trustees
has a Committee on Faith and Health Ministries that is required to include at least one member from each of
the system’s founding faiths. 239 Some, but not all, of the members of this committee are also on the systemide “big board.”

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

The ebsite for Norton Children’s advertises a Pediatric and Adolescent Gender Education Program that offers
gender-affirming care to “transgender, gender-diverse, gender-creative, gender-noncongruent and nonbinary
youth.”240
Norton also has a ebpage on “LGBTQ+ Inclusion Resources” that lists LGBTQ+ inclusive providers, 241 and has
been designated a “LGBTQ Healthcare Equality Leader” by the nonprofit group the Human Rights Campaign. 242

Other

Representatives from Norton go to annual denomination meetings “every one or t o years,” according to
Fout-Zignani, and submit reports to the Episcopal Church, Diocese of Kentucky, 243 the Kentucky Conference
of the United Methodist Church, 244 and the Indiana-Kentucky Conference of the United Church of Christ. 245
Fout-Zignani also told us that the system has historically made sure that its pastoral department al ays has a
Catholic priest and an Episcopal clergy member on staff. 246

Alabama
Brookwood Baptist Health
Affiliations

Birmingham Metro Baptist Association

Overview

The Brook ood Baptist Health (BBH) system is comprised of 6 hospitals (including a “micro”-hospital). 247 It as
created in 2015 through the merger of Baptist Health System (BHS)— hich as founded by the Birmingham
Metro Baptist Association (BMBA) in 1922— ith Brook ood Medical Center and the for-profit company
Tenet. 248
Today, Brook ood is operated through a joint venture bet een BHS,
Tenet, hich o ns 70%. 249

Abortion poli y

hich o ns 30% of the system, and

SUMMARY: We ere unable to reach any representative from BBH or BMBA to discuss the hospital system’s
current policy on abortion. Ho ever, multiple ne s articles dating from 2003 mention a “no-abortion policy” at
BHS— hich, as noted above, later merged to become BBH. 250
Specifically, the articles state that a merger proposed at the time (but later rejected) ould have maintained
BHS’s “faith-based characteristics at each hospital…including the chaplain program, the current no-abortion
policy and the same amount of charity and indigent care.”251
In addition, an article published by Alabama Baptist in 2000 (prior to the 2015 merger) about BHS states that
a patient seeking abortion in one of their facilities “ ould be told there are other alternatives.” While at most
of their facilities at that time abortions ere “not permitted at all,” at one, abortion as allo ed in the case of
a “nonviable fetus,” here “the mother’s life is in jeopardy,” or “in instances of rape or incest that have been
investigated and documented by la enforcement agencies.”252

Governan e poli y

After the 2015 merger that created BBH, BHS retained an independent board. The Board of Directors for BBH is
made up of ten members, five representing BHS and five representing Tenet. 253
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BMBA is responsible for approving all five members representing BHS; three of those five members are
required to be members of participating BMBA churches, and one of those three must be a senior pastor. 254
According to BMBA’s byla s, the full BHS board may be bet een ten and 16 people, one of hom must be
an ordained minister of the Association, a majority of hom (including the Chairman) must be members of
churches that participate and contribute to the Association, and all of hom are elected by BMBA. 255 The
byla s also require BHS to make quarterly reports to the BMBA executive board and an annual report to the
Association.
BHS’s 2019 tax filing states that any amendment to the system’s articles of incorporation must be approved by
BMBA.256
Other

Amy S. Allen, BHS’s CEO at the time of its merger into BBH, said that “Under the joint venture arrangement,
all five hospitals maintain the Christian ministry of Baptist Health System and the Birmingham Metro Baptist
Association.” Allen further guaranteed that strong pastoral care programs ould be operated at all five
hospitals and that clinicians ould “practice their profession in a Christian environment.” 257
The BHS board manages operation of the Baptist Health Foundation, hich provides funding for projects
like mission trips for hospital employees and residents, Bibles for every baby born at BBH, a faith-based
hotel at Brook ood hospital, and a planned Chinese physician observer program intended in part to provide
“opportunities to share the Gospel ith them.” 258

Baptist Health
Affiliations

Montgomery Baptist Association

Overview

Baptist Health operates 3 hospitals and is the largest healthcare system and largest private employer
in central Alabama. 259

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to Tommy McKinnon, Baptist Health’s Vice President of
Community Engagement and Executive Director of the Baptist Health Care Foundation. McKinnon told us: “ e
as an organization do not do abortions.” This prohibition as confirmed by Neal Hughes, Director of Missions
for Montgomery Baptist Association, hich is affiliated ith the hospital.
While outdated, a 2000 article from The Alabama Baptist contains additional information about Baptist Health’s
approach to abortion. The article reads, “[q]uite simply stated, the facilities of Baptist Health of Montgomery do
not terminate pregnancies. Should someone request an abortion, ‘ e give them names, addresses and phone
numbers of people ho are available to offer that kind of counseling,’…the trained counselors try to help the
people see that there are alternatives to terminating a pregnancy.” 260
EXCEPTIONS: McKinnon told us that in a life-threatening situation, “the hospital is going to do
that is necessary to protect both the female patient and the unborn child.”

hatever it can

PROCESS: An online document called the “Medical Staff Byla s” indicates that at least t o of the system’s
three hospitals regulate the provision of abortion through a “Therapeutic Termination of Pregnancy Committee”
composed of “three staff physicians, ith the OB/GYN Department Chairman serving as Chairman.”261 The
committee, hich ill “consider the medical necessity of the requested termination of pregnancy,” cannot
include the requesting physician. 262
This committee is also mentioned in the Baptist Medical Center South rules and regulations (included in the
staff orientation handbook), hich states that “[a]ny physician requesting to perform a therapeutic abortion
must apply to the Therapeutic Termination of Pregnancy Committee for permission to perform same.” 263
HEALTH COVERAGE LIMITS: Abortion is excluded in the employee health plan for Baptist Health. 264
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Governan e poli y

Baptist Health has maintained its historic connection to the Montgomery Baptist Association (MBA) despite
becoming affiliated ith the University of Alabama in 2005. 265 Neal Hughes sent us a provision of the MBA
byla s governing its relationship to Baptist Health. The document states that all members of the Baptist Health
board are subject to approval by MBA at its annual meeting and that the board may contain bet een 12 and 24
members, “one-third of hom shall be pastors of member Churches of the Association and actively involved
in the ork of the Association.”266 According to Hughes, the provision of byla s regarding the appointment of
pastors to the board has not changed since 1963.
MBA’s Leadership Director, David Fleming, ho ever, told us that MBA nominates Baptist Health board members
but is “not part of the selection process.” Moreover, Tommy McKinnon at Baptist Health told us that only five
of the over t enty board members serving at the time of our call ere pastors—suggesting that the one-third
rule from the MBA byla s may no longer be in effect. Regardless of the precise numerical quotas, ho ever, it
seems clear that MBA—as Fleming put it—has “an impact regarding representation on the board.” 267

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Asked about hormone treatment and gender transition services, Tommy McKinnon said he had never heard of
that at the hospital.

Other

In addition to board selection, representatives from MBA also told us that the CEO of the hospital comes to
their quarterly executive meetings to present on the hospital system’s plans and activities, and submits ritten
reports. MBA also has some input on the appointment of hospital head chaplains, and the hospital system has
made donations to MBA.

Florida
Baptist Health South Florida
Affiliations

Miami Baptist Association

Overview

With 11 hospitals (including a children’s hospital), 268 Baptist Health South Florida (BHSF) is one of the ne er
systems e researched. Its flagship facility, Baptist Hospital of Miami, as founded in 1960. Describing itself
as a “faith-based organization guided by the spirit of Jesus Christ and the Judeo-Christian ethic,” 269 BHSF is
affiliated ith the Miami Baptist Association (MBA) and is listed on the Association’s ebsite as a “partner in
ministry.” 270

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to Rev. Gary Johnson, Director of Mission for the MBA, hich is
affiliated ith BHSF. When asked about BHSF’s policy on abortion, Rev. Johnson said “I can say, holeheartedly,
e don’t do that.” Notably, part of BHSF’s mission statement is to “promote the sanctity and preservation of
life.” BHSF’s media relations team did not provide further information.
Interestingly, the fact that abortions ere apparently previously permitted at one facility—South Miami
Hospital—prevented the BHSF system from completing a proposed merger ith a Catholic institution in 1998. 271
EXCEPTIONS: Rev. Johnson ackno ledged that exceptions

Governan e poli y

ould be made for “life-saving situations.”

According to a 2020 copy of the Articles of Incorporation for BHSF, the health system must have bet een
17 and 45 trustees on its board, and the Miami Baptist Association has “the right to appoint seven (7) of its
Ministers to the Board.” 272 All trustees must sign an annual ritten statement that they affirm BHSF’s mission,
guiding principle (“[t]hrough our compassionate healthcare services, e seek to reveal the healing presence
of God”), and vision. 273 Rev. Johnson said these seven ministers typically open and close board meetings ith
prayer.
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Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Asked if BHSF offered hormone therapy or gender transition surgery for trans patients, Rev. Johnson replied,
“I don’t kno that e’re doing that. I’ve never heard any. I’ve been there for 14, 15 years and never had that
discussion.”

Other

A provision of the BHSF Articles of Incorporation requires the system’s trustees to make reports, upon request,
to the annual sessions of the MBA as ell as the Association’s monthly executive board meetings. 274
The document also requires BHSF to “[m]aintain a system- ide Baptist chaplaincy program…in order to provide
a visible Christian itness to patients and employees.” 275 The senior chaplain of this program must be an
ordained Baptist chaplain, a graduate of a Southern Baptist seminary, and a member of a church cooperating
ith the Miami Baptist Association.
BHSF makes donations to the MBA ($682,000 in 2019) and partners
Care Center, a free clinic for lo -income Miamians. 276

ith the Association to run the Good Ne s

Baptist Health
Affiliations

None

Overview

Baptist Health, founded in 1955, has 7 (including specialty) hospitals in or near Jacksonville. 277

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n;
on abortion care.

Governan e poli y

Baptist Health is not legally connected ith either state or local Baptist groups. Nevertheless, it continues to
identify itself as “faith-based” and has kept its religious mission statement (“To continue the healing ministry
of Christ …”). 278 The most recent Articles of Incorporation available on the Florida Secretary of State ebsite,
dated from 2015, states that members of the system’s board of directors “shall be persons of faith, respect the
Corporation’s Baptist heritage, embrace its faith-based mission, and represent the community it serves.” 279

e

ere unable to find any relevant documents or reach this system to discuss its policy

Previously, a majority of directors had to be members of Baptist churches cooperating ith the Southern
Baptist Convention. 280 We ere unable to reach anyone at this system to further explain the health system’s
current religious identity.
Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Baptist Health boasts of its top rating as an inclusive healthcare provider from the LGBTQ advocacy group
Human Rights Campaign 281 and has signed a public letter in support of the Equality Act, an LGBTQ civil rights
bill. 282

Baptist Health Care
Affiliations

None found.

Overview

Based in Pensacola, Baptist Health Care (BSC) includes 3 hospitals as

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to Kathy Bo ers of Baptist Health Care’s public relations
department, ho rote in an email “Baptist Health Care is committed to the sanctity of all life.”

ell as many other health services. 283

EXCEPTIONS: Bo ers said that BHC practitioners “in very rare circumstances may terminate a pregnancy
hen necessary to prevent a serious, life threatening medical condition for the mother.”
PROCESS: Bo ers rote that the system requires “t o physicians to certify that the mother has a serious, life
threatening medical condition” in order for an abortion to be performed.
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Governan e poli y

The BHC board is self-perpetuating, according to recent tax forms. 284 We found no evidence that any religious
organization currently plays a role in the system’s governance.

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

BHC offers hormone therapy for trans patients through its endocrinology specialists, according to its public
relations department.

North Carolina
Wake Forest Baptist Health
Affiliations

Baptist State Convention of North Carolina

Overview

Wake Forest Baptist Health (WFBH) is an academic 6-hospital system (including 5 community hospitals)
affiliated ith Wake Forest School of Medicine. 285 Its flagship facility as founded under the name North
Carolina Baptist Hospital in 1923 in Winston-Salem. Wake Forest merged ith the large nonprofit hospital
net ork Atrium Health in 2020 to form Atrium Health Wake Forest Baptist. 286

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n; Brian Davis, Director of Community and Congregation Engagement at Wake Forest
Baptist Health ( ho formerly orked at the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina, or BSCNC), told us that
the state Baptist convention did not impose any restrictions on medical care. Ho ever, e ere unable to reach
the system for further detail.

Governan e poli y

Brian Davis explained that the state Convention no selects one trustee per year to the board of North Carolina
Baptist Hospital, amounting in total to half the hospital’s board.
BSCNC’s most recent byla s explain that the relationship bet een the t o entities is “voluntary” and confirm
that the convention “shall…elect one-half (1/2) of the elected members of the Hospital’s board of trustees.”287
Those members appointed by BSCNC should be “members of churches cooperating ith the Convention.”288
The byla s also note that the “committee of the Hospital’s board of trustees that oversees the Hospital’s
Division of Faith and Health Ministries shall have as its members only trustees ho have been elected by the
Convention.”289

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

WFBH’s ebsite notes the system is “committed to offering services to all patients regardless of their gender
identity and sexual orientation,” and provides care including “[g]ender affirming hormone therapy and
monitoring…[and t]rans-affirming gynecological care, including cervical cancer screening and pelvic exams.”290

Other

North Carolina Baptist Hospital/Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center is listed among the “Convention
Institutions and Agencies” in BSCNC’s 2019 annual report and submits reports to the convention. 291
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Georgia
Emory Health are
Affiliations

Southeastern Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church
North Georgia Conference of the United Methodist Church

Overview

With 10 (including specialty) hospitals, 292 Emory Healthcare is a part of Emory University in Atlanta and
“the most extensive health care system in Georgia.”293

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Unkno n for most hospitals; e ere unable to find any relevant documents or reach this system
by phone or email to discuss its policy on abortion care. Ho ever, some Emory facilitates are Catholic-affiliated
and abide by the Ethical and Religious Directives.
Asked hether the United Methodist Church imposed any restrictions on care at Emory Healthcare, including
on abortion, Hal Jones, Director of Connectional Ministries for the North Georgia Conference of the United
Methodist Church (NGCUMC) and former Director of Care Transformation for Emory Healthcare, said no: the
“North Georgia Conference doesn’t have formal leverage on hat Emory Healthcare does.”
In 2011, Emory entered into an agreement that “combine[d] Saint Joseph’s ith the Emory Johns Creek
Hospital.”294 St. Joseph’s Hospital, founded by the Catholic Sisters of Mercy, is still considered a Catholic
facility, and abides by the Catholic ERDs. 295 Emory Johns Creek Hospital is not considered a Catholic hospital;
ho ever, t o documents from the Emory Healthcare ebsite on Institutional Revie Board protocols indicate
that research performed in that facility must be revie ed “to ensure compliance ith Catholic ethical and
religious directives.”296

Governan e poli y

According to the byla s of Emory University (of hich Emory Healthcare is a part), “Trustees must be
confirmed by the Southeastern Jurisdictional Conference of the United Methodist Church.” 297 Further, [b]y
custom, several positions on the board are filled by active bishops of the United Methodist Church.” 298
Ho ever, according to Hal Jones, the Church has no membership or approval role on the board for Emory
Healthcare itself.

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Emory Healthcare has a Transgender Clinic at one of its hospitals that offers hormone therapy. 299

Other

Hal Jones described the connection bet een the North Georgia Conference of the United Methodist Church
(NGCUMC) and Emory Healthcare as a “traditional, historic relationship” that is no “mostly relational.” For
instance, hile he said that NGCUMC has “a good relationship ith the chaplain’s office” at Emory Healthcare,
the head of the pastoral department “hires hoever he ants to hire.”
Jones also described a difference bet een the religious cultures at Emory’s historically Methodist hospitals
and the Catholic-affiliated Emory St. Joseph’s facility. For the most part at Emory Healthcare, he said, his
identity as a pastor as “not something I could lead ith.” At St. Joseph’s, ho ever, “I used to love it because
they started every meeting ith a prayer.”
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St. Joseph’s/Candler
Affiliations

South Georgia Conference of the United Methodist Church

Overview

Based in Savannah, St. Joseph’s/Candler describes itself as “the only faith-based, mission-driven healthcare
provider in the area.” 300 The system—no the region’s largest healthcare provider, ith 3 hospitals 301 —is the
result of a 1997 joint operating agreement bet een St. Joseph’s Hospital, sponsored by the Catholic Sisters of
Mercy, and Candler Hospital, affiliated ith the South Georgia Conference of the United Methodist Church. 302

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted as St. Joseph’s/Candler follo s the Catholic Ethical and Religious
Directives (ERDs).

Governan e poli y

Unlike the Sisters of Mercy— ho continue to have representation on the system- ide boar303 —
the South Georgia Conference does not play a role in the system’s governance. In fact, according to
Rev. Columbus Burns III, Director of Pastoral Care at St. Josephs/Candler, there as a “concerted effort”
by the United Methodist Church to “not maintain any control over the Board of Trustees because it
anted to divest itself of that.”
According to tax forms, “the superintendent of the South Georgia Conference…is an ex officio member” of
the Candler Foundation (no the St. Joseph’s/Candler Foundation)—tasked primarily ith fundraising for the
system. 304

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

There have been documented denials of transition-related care, such as hysterectomies, at hospitals operating
under the ERDs.

Other

A report submitted by St. Joseph’s/Candler to the South Georgia Conference for its 2020 Annual claims:
“[l]ocated in the Bible Belt, a vast majority of our patients, co- orkers and collaborators embrace the belief
that God is the foundation of our lives. Given the religious heritage and legacies of both St. Joseph’s and
Candler Hospitals, patients actively seek access to that spiritual dimension that is regionally unique to our
health system.”305
Rev. Burns told us that the Bishop of the South Georgia Conference has annually appointed the Director of Pastoral
Care at Candler hospital since the Conference first bought the hospital from the city of Savannah in 1930.

Multiple States
AdventHealth
Affiliations

Southern Union Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist Church
South estern Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist Church

Overview

AdventHealth is the only hospital system ith facilities in the U.S. South that is affiliated ith the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. The system has dozens of hospitals across the country, including 26 in Florida (plus many
freestanding ERs), 3 in Georgia, 3 in Texas, 1 in Kentucky, and 1 in North Carolina. 306

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted, according to Orlando “Jay” Perez, Vice President of Institutional Ministries
for AdventHealth. Doctors are notified of the abortion policy hen they start orking at the system. Written
guidelines exist to provide additional information on the system’s policy, but Perez said these are only available
to employees.
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EXCEPTIONS: While a procedure may be performed if a patient’s life or health is at risk, Perez told us that
victims of rape and incest are referred to their physicians unless their health is also at risk.
Governan e poli y

AdventHealth al ays has, as the chairman of its board, one of the presidents from the four Adventist territories
in hich it has hospitals, including the Southern Union Conference and the South estern Conference. It is a
rotating position; thus, every four years, the president of Southern Union Conference chairs the board.

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Perez as not a are of any policies that existed on the provision of transition-related care, or
hospital provided this care.

Other

Perez told us that all chaplains at AdventHealth are Adventist, thought chaplains from other faiths may come in
at a patient’s request.

hether the

He also explained that, in addition to their medical histories, patients are assessed based on “three key spiritual
indicators: love, joy, and peace.”

Baptist Memorial Health Care
Affiliations

Mississippi Baptist Convention Board
Tennessee Baptist Mission Board/Tennessee Baptist Convention
Arkansas Baptist State Convention

Overview

Baptist Memorial Health Care (BMHC) has 22 hospitals (including specialty hospitals)307 across Tennessee, Arkansas,
and Mississippi. BMHC as started by the three affiliated state conventions in 1912 as a single hospital located in
Memphis.308 In 2017, a merger ith another Baptist hospital system made BMHC the largest healthcare provider in
the Mid-South and the largest health system in Mississippi, as ell as the fourth largest employer in Mississippi.309

Abortion poli y

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to BMHC’s Director of Public Relations, Ayoka Pond, as ell as Sha n
Parker, the Executive Director of the Mississippi Baptist Convention Board. Neither ere able to provide details
regarding the specificities of this policy.
PROCESS: A doctor ho has orked in the facility told us that the system uses a case-by-case committee revie
process to evaluate abortions. He explained, “they’re not to be done in the hospital unless there are some very
extenuating circumstances, and those extenuating circumstances are to be determined at the time that a provider
comes to the committee or the group that makes a decision of hether it’s OK or not.”
OTHER RESTRICTIONS: The hospital system prohibits, in a policy last revie ed in April 2021, “[r]esearch specifically
designed to study fetuses…Research involving nonviable neonates or neonates of uncertain viability…[and] Research
involving elective abortions [or] stem cells taken from fetuses.”310

Governan e poli y

BMHC’s Board of Trustees is appointed one-third each from the three affiliated Baptist state conventions.311

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

BMHC expressly prohibits research “involving…gender reassignment or other similar transgender therapies.”312
Sha n Parker as not a are of this formal policy but told us that the position of the Mississippi Convention as that
“gender is a matter of biology, and God has created us male and female,” and that if the Convention learned that
BMHC as offering transition-related care, “I ould expect that there ould be some questions that ould need to
be ans ered and…some solutions that ould need to be developed.”

Other

The Covenant bet een BMHC and the Tennessee Baptist Convention states that the health system seeks to “serve
health needs in a Christian atmosphere, and endeavor to give testimony to the truth of the Christian faith.”313 Both
organizations “commit[] to each other their mutual goals, aspirations, and desire to spread the gospel of Christ
throughout Tennessee, North America, and the orld.”314 The Tennessee Convention furthermore resolves to
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“becom[e] personally involved in the ministry of” BMHC,
Health Care as a part of Christ’s ministry.”

hile BMHC resolves to “maintain a Christian ministry of

According to one financial document, the “Christian principles outlined by the BMHCC founders have remained the
basis upon hich BMHC’s business decisions are made, and the inspiration for the medical services provided by
BMHC and its affiliates.”315 This sentiment as echoed by Jim Futral, former Executive Director of the Mississippi
Baptist Convention Board, ho told us: “the reason that the Baptist hospital as started in Jackson years ago
as to have an extension of the healing ministries of Jesus. That pretty much continues to this day. There’s that
kind of atmosphere. There’s a strong Baptist religious influence in the hospital, hether it ’s here in Jackson or
it’s in Columbus or Memphis or across Tennessee. That is something that is a part of the DNA of the hospital
administration and the oversight of hat’s taking place there.”

Methodist Le Bonheur
Affiliations

Memphis Conference of the United Methodist Church
Mississippi Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church
Arkansas Conference of the United Methodist Church

Overview

Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare (MLH),

ith 5 hospitals in Tennessee and 1 in Mississippi,316

Methodist layperson and later became affiliated
Abortion poli y

as founded by a

ith the United Methodist Church.

SUMMARY: Abortion is restricted according to a document labeled “Unified Departmental Policies,” available
online.317 Rev. Albert Mosley, Senior Vice President and Chief Mission Integration Officer at MLH, had not heard of
this policy and could not provide further detail.
EXCEPTIONS: A provision of MLH’s Unified Departmental Policies that applies to the OB-GYN departments at the
system’s hospitals contains a section on “medically indicated termination” that states: “under no circumstances can
an indicated termination be done unless it is for the purpose of preserving life or health of the mother, including
psychological reasons.”318
PROCESS: Under the policy, terminations may not be performed “except under the document recommendation [sic]
of the primary physician and at least one (1) consultant, both of hich must be documented on the chart prior to
the procedure being performed.”319 In the case of an “emergent condition,” the primary physician is still required to
consult a colleague, though documentation of this physician’s concurrence may be completed ithin 12 hours.320

Governan e poli y

The Bishops for the UMC Conferences of Memphis, Mississippi, and Arkansas serve as ex officio members of
MLH’s board.321 Rev. Mosley explained, “It’s a part of our byla s, the bishops serve on [the] board. They are regional
bishops from states here e…have or have had hospitals in the past.”
Another provision of the byla s states that the three “Annual Conferences shall have the reserved po er to approve
the sale of all, or a majority of, the Corporation’s combined assets; the Corporation’s merger ith another entity, if
such merger, results in the Board of Directors not having a requirement that three–fifths (3/5) of the members must
be members of The United Methodist Church; and the inding–up or dissolution of the system. All three (3) Annual
Conferences must vote to approve the above referred to sale, merger or dissolution upon recommendation of the
Board of Directors of this Corporation by a vote of at least t o–thirds (2/3) of the voting membership of the entire
Board then in office.”322

Gender-affirming
Care & LGBTQ
Poli ies

Rev. Albert Mosley said that the system places no restrictions on LGBTQ care. A 2020 Conference on pediatric
advanced practice sponsored by MLH’s Children’s Hospital had as its keynote address a talk on “Transgender
Youth: Current Concepts, Management, & Priorities for Research,” and also included a panel on gender dysphoria.323
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Other

MLH submits reports for publication in the Conferences’ annual journals and - according to Jim Polk, Director of
Connectional Ministries for the Arkansas Conference - sends literature on various health topics to UMC churches
for distribution324 MLH facilities fly the Methodist flag and play overhead prayers on their intercom systems
throughout the day.
Rev. Mosley also told us of an informal rule that any patient admitted to a MLH facility “ ill receive a visit from
spiritual care ithin the first 24 hours…that means a lot to people in this community.” Because of the community’s
demographics, Mosley noted that many of the pastors in the spiritual care department are Baptist or nondenominational Christian rather than Methodist.
MLH’s mission statement includes a promise that “[s]ervices ill be provided in a manner hich supports the health
ministries and Social Principles of The United Methodist Church.”325 The system also employs a Chief Mission
Integration Officer (currently Rev. Mosley) intended to “offer guidance and direction for the integration of MLH’s
mission, vision, values and guiding behaviors, especially from the perspective of the Social Principles of the United
Methodist Church” and “ensure that the relationship ith the United Methodist Church, and relevant social, ethical,
and pastoral teachings, are understood and integrated appropriately and consistently across the entire system.”326
Rev. Mosley, explained that “[o]ne of the things that our charter states is that the person ho occupies my position
has to be a Methodist clergy person, hich I am.”327
In addition to maintaining “ongoing communication and dialogue” ith Methodist Bishops, the Chief Mission
Integration Officer acts as a “champion for initiatives that strengthen United Methodist healthcare advocacy”
including promoting social justice and care for the poor, according to a conceptual frame ork provided by the
health system. Mosley noted that after it as revealed by ProPublica that the health system as suing people over
unpaid medical bills,328 the Bishops provided “ ise counsel” in helping to revise the financial assistance policy.
Among other health initiatives, Rev. Mosley said that his division runs a pregnancy prevention program in hich
community health orkers educate youth about safe sex, rather than focusing primarily on abstinence. Mosley
called the system’s relationship ith the Methodist church “historic in nature,” and said that it did not limit “in any
ay…the ork that e kno needs to be done in this community.”
Rev. Mosley also noted that if Methodist Healthcare should ever close, its assets
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